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PADUCAH, KY. SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 16 1907
LOUISVILLE STREET CAR
„1 STRIKE COMES TO END
MAYOR YEISER REOCEIVES A
TELEGRAM FROM MAYOR
BARTH, OF LOUISVILLE
TERMS ARE A VICTORY




Union Mn Get More Money and
Sherter Hours—Epitome of
Final Agreement.
'lay 'r Yeieer yesterday morning
received the following telegram from
Mayor Barth, of 1.ouisville, announc-
ing cee•ation of the strike:
Louieville, Ky., March 15. Mayor
Of Paducah —Street railway strike
settled by compromise agrcement.
Complete service in effect tomorrow
(jr cuter Louistille exposition opens
tas adverased on Monday, March i&
Newspaper reports ot violence great-
lIv exaggerated. Would appreciate
favor if you would notiiy newspapers
• Louisville expects to o elcome thou-
sand' of Visitors during exposition.
company was regarded with some
diefavor. There was no inconsider-
able faction 'which believed that the
clause containing the provipion rec-
ogniiing the union was not broad
enough.
Speeches by Ben Commons, of the
executive board of the International
union, and chairman of the Strikers'
Executive Committee A. G. Wil-
coxon, also of the executive commit-
tee; E. L. Crohk, editor of the New
Era, and a number of other, were
recessarye to overcome Ohs opposi-
tion. Mr, Commone' speech was
typical of the others, and had, per-
haps, more influence in changing the
minds of those who wished to stand
out for specific recognition in terms.
'You have gained all that you had
any right- to hope for and consider-
ably more," said Mr. Commons.
"There is such a thing as knowing
o hen to grasp an opportunity. The
fact that the company has agreed
to treat with a committee of its men
and that such a committee repre-
sents this organization Pt not only
virtual or substantial recognition of
the urfion, it is recognition' in fact.
'The international does not care
who takes part in the negotiations
if the organization holditg its char-
ter is represented and the local repa
resentatives are satisfied. It does
not seek to step in between the local
and employer in making contracts
and agreements. Its business is to
see that these contracts are enforced
or both sides after they are made,"
• PALL C. BARTH,
Nlayor oi Louisville
Epitome of Final Agreement
First--Open- shop without condi-
bons.
Second—Employes free. to join
union. No employe to be forced
elm union and no union employe to
bc discriminated against
Third—Old employes taken back,
except those under suspension March
9, moo and those arrested for acts
• PA violence during strike
Foul th T wel ye -h our sichedule,
oith no employe required to take
more than ten-hour run unless lats
cares to. as far as practicable.
Fifth--Present wages, or 30 cents
44 for first and 22 cents for second
year. platform time, and overtime as
Cent&
Sixth--Tbirty for awake
but no pay for time so consumed.
Seyentio—lReinstatement for em-














of the street railway strike was
reached at 9:25 o'clock last evening.
Cars will be running on all lines be-
lenging to the Louisrille Railway
company today on as nearly the Tetra
I lar schedule as possible, beginning
tat e O'clock this morning
The settlement was due to the in-
• tennediation of the joint commfttee
upnointed by the board of trade, the
Ccmmereial club, the Merchants and
Manufacturers' association and the
Retail Merchants' association. A
tentative agreement submitted by
the railway company to the joint
commiteee and approved by the
strikers' sub-complitteen was ratified
by the full mergbership of the em-
tiooesf Onion in executive dession
last evening.
By 'its terms the men gain all thea
acked, including what they regard
as substantial recognition of the
union. The sliding wage scale is
changed to mean twenty cents an
hour for the first year's service and
twenty-two cents an hour thereafter.
••• qttes Is allowed for meals,
t 'eh time not to be counted in pay.
Tlo working schedule is reduced to
\ require not more than twelve hours
• len a day, and that no employe shall
be required to take a run longer
than ten hour's, unless he wishes.
All men not under suspension at
the commencement of the strike are
to receive their old places, except
those who were arrested for acts
of violence during' the strike. The
details of a contract to endure for
one year are to be arranged between
the compnay and the union, within
the next sixty days.
Agree Only Aftse Debate.
Ratification Of the agreement was
reached after one and a half hours
of s eking by different mem-
4 .. 011 garlization at Germania
haa vening. In the beginning,
the report of the executive commit-
tee approving the tentative state-






TRIAL DRAGS ON IN
VERY WEARY
COURSE
Dania. Dismisses Witnesses After a
Brief Cr oat-Examination--
Figperts Testify.
New York, March 15.—Dr. Wen
Hirsch, one of the state's alienists,
took the stand today when the Thaw
trial was resumed.
In response to the defense's hypo-
thetical question, Dr Hirsch testi-
fied that Thaw when he shot and
killed Standford 'White knew the 'na-
ture and quality of his act and that
the act was wrong
New York, March is—In the Thaw
trial Dr Hirsch was excused without
cross-examination, and DT Wm B
Pritchard was called.
New' York, March t5.—Dr W. B
Prritchard of the New York Poly-
clinic institute, after answering the
hypothetical question' in the Thaw
case, was excused without cross-ex-
amination. Mr Delmas said he
would not cross-examine any of the
prosecution's experts
Dr. A. W. Ferris added his opin-
ion to the others that Thaw was
sane when he 'hot and killed White
De. A. R Dieffendorf was then
called
Will Be Brief.
The cross-examination of experts
will probably be brief, at least brief
as compared with that of Mr. Jerome
of the defense's experts. The prose-
cution's alienists 'were called upon as
witnesses to the fact as well as lo
give their scientific opinions. It was
to their testimony regarding their
conversations with Thaw that by far
the greater part of the crorseerami-
nation was directed. The prosecu-
tion's experts will only give their
opinions as to hypothetical questions.
and the cross-examination of themc
an be directed only to their scientific
knowledge and their ability to give
sound scientific opinions.
Abraham Hummel will be recalled
by Mr. Jerome in a further attempt
to get the famous affidavit before
the jury. It is probable that consid-
erable timt will again be taken up in
argument on the admissibility of his
testimony. Practically all of yester-
day mornihg's session was taken up
in discussing whether .or not this
evidence should be admited, and Mr!
Jerome succeeded in obtaining but
one answer from him. There is a
strong probability that Mrs. Evelyn
Thaw will be recalled, to tell again
the story of the affidavit which con-
tained sensational charges against
Thaw. The defense also threatens









HORSE TO AERIAL TRUCK
SLIPPED AND WENT DOWN
IN HEAP.
Driver Maurice Ingram Thrown
From His Perched Seat and
Suffered Painful Injuries.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott,
Driver Maurice Ingram of the Cen-
tral fire department aerial truck, and
"Walter," the firemen's prize horse,
are all laid up because of the mishap,
attending a race to the fire at
o'clock yesterday afternon at Coun-
ciknan C. L Van Meter's home on
Kentucky avenue between Fifth and
Sixth streets. The accidents oc- such a fine rush in building work
curred at Fourth and Kentucky the past few weeks that the dealers
'avenue and attracted a thousand peo- in lime have run out, while their or-
pie, Mr. Elliott being thrown out of ders for more have not yet been
his buckboard that was struck by the filled, the factories finding the rushc.
hose wagon and wrecked, while the elsewhere draw so heavily on their
florae to aerial truck slipped, went ;output.
down and threw Driver Ingram from The °arty; of the brick yards ex-
his seat. pert to resume operations for the
A spark dropped upon the Van summer very soon, so as to have mil-
Meter residence rqof and started a lions of brick on hand for use when
little flame which called out theCen- spring weather opens and tke great
teal department on North Fourth. rush comes in the building line. The
Driver John McFadden of the hose brick yardi will get to running by
wagon, in turning from Fourth into the last of this month, and have sev-
Kentucky avenue toward* Fifth, no- eral million brick on hand by time
ticed Street Inspector Elliott sitting the building season gets a good start
in his buggy in middle of the avenue
beside Tully's livery stable, talking Millitong Openings.
to some party The fire 'Floret's were In anticosioiao of an seasoo,
racing at breakneck speed and the the different millinery establishments
driver tried to guide hie animals and of this city are working the attaches
wagon around the inspector's buggy, day and night in preparing for their
but there not being enough room, the 'grand openings, most of which wil
buggy was hit, wrecked and Mr. 'occur next week, at which time the
Elliott dumped out. Chief Woods houses will have on display their
came next in his buggy and darted earied lines of swell- headgear to be
around the prostrate inspector, worn during the spring and summer
thereby preventing serious injury, 1 he styles this year are very etc-
The aerial truck was last in the fly- sant and attract the profound admira
tog string of fire apparatus, Maurice urn of the most fastidious
Ingram driving, and as lie was turn-
ing from Fourth into the avenue.









THE MILLINERY STORES PRE-
PARING FOR THEIR SPRING
OPENINGS.
'The Murphysboro, Ill., Brewery
Will Build Cold Storage at
Cairo—Business Lively.
a
Construction of new buildings over
the city has about been brought to a
standstill on account of a shortage
in the lithe market, and the prospect,
are it will be some time next week
before the contractors can resume
their brick work. Lime is
needed in making mortar for use in
laying brick, and there has been
•
Budd Ice House.
"Walter" the horse, slipped on the The Murphysboro Brewing corn-
improved and slick street, going down pany has arranged to build an ice sccres of banking and brokerage
in a heap The truck was going so house and cold storage plant in houses tottered on the verge of ruin,
fast that it could not he stopped un- Cairo. The building, work on which took place today on the Stock ex-
til it struck the gutter, pushing. the will be started in a few days, will be change.
horse along in front of it, tearing erected on Twelfth street, on the Nearly $1,000,oc0000 of stock ex-
deep gashes in his flesh at realty west side of the Big Four tracks. change values were slaughtered by
point.. With a crash the curb was Henry Berbling, local agent for the the victorious bears during the five
struck and Driver Ingrain sent fhom company, is also arranging to have hours' trading. Scarcely a stock
market interest was spared. Amal-
gamated copper. the pet stotk of
Henry H. Rogert, and supposed to
have behind it the protecting hand
of. the great Standard Oil trust, be-
tween the hours of to and 3 declined
$214to,o00 in market value. Union
Pacific, the head of E. H. Harriman's
s-eat system, which was placed upon
a TO per cent dividend basis last
August, and which at that time sold
a: 195 3-8, declined in market value
today $4o,95o,000
Decline From to to 25 Points.
Declines ranging from to to 25
points were scored throughout the
entire active list. The average de-
cline was between 5 to TO per cent
in the less active stoCks. Reading,
which at one time sold up to 164,
broke today to 91. The entire trans-
Today at the Eagles' hall the actions for the day were 2.552.600
tickets for the approaching Flower shares. This is one of the largest
Carnival will be distributed among records in the history of the stock
the children who are to sell- them. exchange. although in the great
The child disposing of the largest boom of moo the high record .ecir -
number gets a prize of $5. A sample cr...eded 3,0oo,000 shares.
o1' the costume to be worn by the Although from the very opening
little ones in the snowball dance has today panicky conditions prevailed,
been finished, and mothers of the the sheets of the clearing house
children patticipating in this feature went through and, to the great !TOT-
are asked to come to the 'hall be_ prise of all, not a eirterle failure was
twcen 11 and 11 o'clock this morn- announced. Rumor, however, was
ing and inspect the costume to see buoy with the names of a number of
how they like it, and prepare others, rich men and firms that had been
Today the last reheareale will occur hard hit by the slump. 'According
at the Eagles' hall, as beginning next to one of these reports, the account.
Saturday they will be conducted upon of one of the younger Vanderbilts in
a prominent broketotge house had
been closed out. this story was
telegraphed to London and caused
consternation there. Blis,kerage
houses dedied all knowledge of any
such incident, however. Brokers
who usually represent the Vander-
bilts declared that they belieyed the
story to be untrue.
PITTSBURGERS AMAZED AT
THE INTENSITY OF FLOOD
Ten Square Miles of That City Subemrged---Highest
Stage Ever Known---Enormous Are the Dam-
ages to All Kinds of Industries
100,000 PERSONS THROWN OUT OF EMPLOYMENT
Pittsburg, March i5.----Pittsburgers
today are amazed at the immensity
of the flood in the Monongahela,
Allegheny and Ohio rivers, which
has submerged ten square miles in
the downtown section of the city.
After reaching the highest stage
ever known, which was 37 feet at
Market street, the water is now
slowly receding. Enormous damake
to industries has been caused, o‘er
too,000 persons have been tempor-
:oily thrown out of employment;
every transportation company in the
city is crippled; skiffs are carrying
eundeds of people to their places of
business; the utilization of wagons
end horses as conveyances, which
did unestinuble service yesterday,
were discontinued owing to stren-
uous protest by the Humane society:
twenty mortalities have occurred in
Allegheny county directly due to




THE WILDEST SCENES SINCE
NORTHERX PACIFIC FALL
IN 19ot.
Amalgamated Copper, Backed By H.
H. Rogers, of Standard Oil.
Declines $s 1,700,000.
his raised seat, down in among the
prostrate horse and its standing mate,
from whhce he was quickly grabbed
and saved serious hurts As it was
his body was badly bruised, and right
leg seriously sprained.
Driver Ingram was 'hurried back to
the department house, where his in-
juries were dressed, and he then sent
to his home at 6t6 South Third street
where he will probably be laid up a
week or two with hie hurts. Mr.
Elliott's back is painfully sprained
and he will be invalided for several
days, while the fire horse wait taken
to Dr. C. G. Warner's veterinarian
hospital and dozens of stitches talaen
to close the gaping gashes. It is be-
lieved the horse will pull through
all right.
- The hose wagon end chief pro-
ceeded on to the fire, which Tas
quickly extittguished without assist-
ance of the aerial truck. The excite-
ment was intense for a few minutes,
and a thousand people were shoitly
on the scene.
ELEVEN CANDIDATES.
Degrees Conferred 'Upon That Num-
ber By Council Last Night.
The Paducah council of Royal and
Select Master Masons held a long
session last evening at tbe lodge_
room in the fraternity building on
Broadway. Eleven candidates were
initiated into the order, while next
Friday evening another session will
be 'held to confer the degrees upon
another large class of candidates.
—Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ford of 1617
Clay street have a new boy baby.
an office building erected on Twelfth
street in the rear of the Headquar-
ters saloon. says the Cairo Citizen
Mr R Sticker, president of the
Murphysboro Brewing company, will
be in,Cairo Thursday to superintend
the improvement. The new ice
hots* and cold storage plant will
cost several thousands of dollars
and dill greatly increase the effi-
ciency of the company's service to
its local patrons. It is understood
that Cairo is to be made the chief
d&tributing pdint for the Murphy.-
boro brew.
PLOWER CARNIVAL
Tickets Will Be Distributed Among
the Children Today
the stage at The Kentucky where
the entertainment will be given the
first week in April.
—Mrs. Kate Fitzerald, aged 68
years, died at Cairo. She was the
mother of Mr. Eddie Fitzgerald, the
Cairo brewery man, and owner of the
fine horses that have participated in
stana as a witness in an attempt toithe Paducah horse shows for two
impeach Hummers credibility. years past.
New York, March i5.—The wild-
est scenes that Wall street has wit-
nessed since the Northern Pacific
panic, May 9, gem, when for a time
.(Conthnted on Page Foot- )
today.
C‘er Seen here are apparent
Bridges Threatened.
Four massive bridges, the Six-
teenth, Ninth, Seventh and Sixth-
street structures, were threatentst
with destruction conng to heavy ice
gorges which came down the Alle-
glieny river.
That the bridges were not swept
away is considered. . marvelous by
river men today, and it is said that
these structures will be found to
have been greatly weakened wheu
the water subsides. Frightend femi-
nine guests in the Lincoln, C,olomal,
Annex and Anderson hotels, located
in the midst of the flood zone, are
marooned and are watching the high
water from the windows.
Four theaters, the Gaiety. Alvin,
Belasco and Bijou, are flooded ant
will be dark for several days.
Most of the fire engines in the
downtown district are pumping
water from buildings along Flfth
:venue. At the First National bank
building, Fifth avenue and Wood
street. the basement is submerged
to a depth of several feet, and efforts
are being made to protect the dyna-
mos which generate power to the
Western Union Telegraph company.
The office of the Associated Press is
located in this building, and mo-
mentarily it was expected through
the night that the wires of the buil-
nets organization, would fail Steen-
%thus efforts of a force of men, as-
sisted by a fire engine, saved the
dynamos, but shortly before 9 o'clock
the • electAc dynamo succumbed to
the effeet of the waters.
People Panic Stricken.
The situation outside of Pittsburg
is serious. Damage running into
millions of dollars has been done;
many towns are entirety cut off
from this city, upwards of thousands







age has, been done.
graphic service are
non. The residents. are panic
stricken. The crest of the flood has
not reached that point and the situa-
tion grows serious.
To add to the confusion in Pitts-
burg two early mording fires broke
cut. The firemen experienced diffi-
culty in fighting the flames, owing
to a shortage of water in the mains.
At. 8 o'clock the weather bureau
announced that the rivers had begun
to fall, although in the flooded dis-
tricts of both Allegheny and Pitts-
burg, there is no perceptible change
of conditions. The fears for the
bridges at Sxteenth and Ninth
streets, where newspaper correspond
emits were driven fro mtheit posts
at an early hour this morning, were
dispelled at daylight when the rivers
could be' seen. In the early morn-
ing darknes5s. the crunching of the
hcavy ice airaMst the piers of the
bridges could be heard, and the
creaking of the structures aroused
alarm, which was incre.esed with the
information that hundreds of thou-
sands of tons of ice was still on the
way down the river. The ..creet of
the 'flood moved net slowly eal did
not do the dams-re that liar, been
expected. Becattse of the quantity
of ice it had been believed jhet a
number of heidoee over the Alle-
gheny would be curried away or at
least that the piers wouhl be weak-
ened. With the present' passing eittb
of the waters, however. little dam-
age will be suffered by the structures
beyond the washing out of masonro,
'At.; ha tier every  h ist
the
springe
otrsaltesult of the hhig 
0
41.1






About Three Hondred Houses Flood
ed in fireilmille,HOL
Wellsville, 0., March is.—Twenty
three streets here are tinder water.
About 300 houses are flooded.
—Street car No. 40 got off the
track at Sixth and Broadway last
night at elevett o'clock, and it took
quite a while to get it back on the
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At the Churches
Ttev. Calvin Nf. Thompson of the
Pirst Baptist church will tomorrow
inorning preach another of his series
•of sermons on 'Christ's Great Inter-
cessory Brayer," his theme being
"Jesus' l'rayer For His Immediate
Followers." At the evening hour his
subject will be "A Strange Designa-
tion For Diety."
North Twelfth Baptist
Rev. T. B. Rouse will preach 
to-
morro vevening at the North
Twelfth street Baptist 'mission
church, taking the place of Rev. J.
R. Clark who has been called to
Paris, Tern., by she illness of some
relatives at his former home in that
city. Sunday school worship occurs
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
this church.
Third Street Methodist
Rev. Peter Fields returned home
this morning at 4 o'clock from Cen-
tral City wlwre he has been for the
past two weeks conducting a large
revival that has resulted in accom-
plishment of great sgood, many con-
versions and reclarnations being
effected. Dr. Fields will preach to-
morrow morning and evening at the
Third street Methodist church, and
may go back to Central City next
week, others continuing the preach-
ing while he is here.
*German EvangelicaL
Rev. William Bourquin of the Ger-
man Es angelical church preaches in
the Erglish language tomorrow
morning and evening. At the morn
ing hour singing will be furnished
by the Sunday school choir. "A Bit
In the .Mouth of Desire" will be
preached on at the evening hour.
Pros/chef At Meow.
Rev. W. J. Naylor goes to
Ifassac Methodist chyreh






Rev. T. 3 Owen leaves today for
Calvert City, where he fills the pnl-
pit tonight and tomorrow for the
Methodist church. He expects to re-
turn and prach tomorrow evening at
the Methodist 'church on West Ten-
nessee street, but if he cannot get
back in time he will have Mr.
Thomas Wooldridge to conduct the
worship at the Tennessee street edi-
fee.
Trimble Street Metbodifft.
"Th.- Devotion of The Master for
llis Servant" will he preached on to-
morrow morning by Rev. G. W.
Ranks at the Trimble street Metho-
dist church. At the evening hour
his theme will be of an evangelistic
nature.
Pint Presbyterian.
Rev Henry H. Sweets of Louis-
ville will arrive this evening and fill
the pulpit tomorrow morning and
evening at the First Presbyterian
church. He is an able and eloquent
divine who has preached here on prev-
ious occasions and made excellent
wnd lasting .impressions. Dr Cave.
ii convalescing from his aeveral
weeks' spell of illness and is able to
be out, but will not 'fill the pulpit
until the Snnday following tomor-
row.
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. J. C. Shelton of Mayfield will
arrive to preach tomorrow morning
and evening at the Tenth etreet
Christian church
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Sunday school worship will be held
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at the -• Mechanicsburg Christian
church. No preaching will be held.
. Grace Episcopal.
- Rector David C Wright will
preach tomorrow morning and after-
noon at the Grace Episcopal cloirch.
Broadway Methodist.
Rev. W. T. Bolling, I). D., will
preach tomorrow morning and eve-
ning at • the. Broadway Methodist
church, his theme for the morning
hour being "The Gospel, Life or
Death." while in the evening he will
deliver the first of a series of ger-
morts 'Lon "tiwic Evils," and especial-
ly invites the laboring people to at-
tend and hear the discourse. All
atervicos 'at this church begin prompt-
ly on time and pH are cordially in-
vited to attettg.
• s
.• "s. First Christian.
Tffe Pirit Christian church congre•-
•gatiOn will tomorrow take up the
'question of whether they shall call
•0 the pulpit Rev. S. B. Moore of St.
Louis who delivered two excellent
sermons there last Sabbath. Sunday
school services and cotrumunion will
he held' at the regular bows tomor-
row foe this congregation.
Second Baptist.
The purpit mill be filled tomorrow
insol•nitig and evening at the Second
Baptist chtirsh by Rev. L. 9. Graham
the pastOr.
Quarterly Conference.
Rev. J. D. Blacksid. She presiding
elder. goes to Mr. Carmel today to
hold the quarterly conference for the
Methodist churches on the Briens-
burg circuit. He remains there to-
day, and tomorrow morning return-
ing tomorrow evening.
German Lutheran.
The pulpit will be filled at the Ger-
man Lutheran church tomorrow by
Rev. Bcnta of St. Louis. The con-
gregation has as yet received no word
from Rev. E. H. Pieper, the Water-
loo, Iowa, minister who. has been
called to become pastor of the flock.
Some word is expected from him by
next week, as the call was forwarded
the first of this week.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. 111, McLiskey, of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church, will arrive
today and preach tomorrow morning
and evening to the members of that
faith in this city.
Episcopalian Sale.
The Grace church ladies will hold
a candy and cake sale this morning
at Ogilvie's store- on Fourth and
Broadway.
East Baptist Revival.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham and hi, as-
sistants continue being greeted with
overflowing congregations at the
East Baptist church revival, which
will be continued throughout next
%seek
Kentucky Avenue.
"The Golden Rule" will be
preached on tomorrow morning by
Rev. J. R. Henry at the Kentucky
avenue Presbyterian church, while
his theme for discourse at the eve-
nig hour will be "The Restoration of
The Erring.'
The family of Dr. Henry is ex-
pected to return today from visiting
in Nashville and Murfreesboro,
Tenn for the past to weeks.
St. Patrick, green carnations. at
Brunson s, 549 Broadway.
KIDNAPPED BOY SENT WEST
Pullman Conductor Thinks He Saw
Him on Overland Limited.
-Omaha. Neb, March 15.—W. S.
Smith, a pullman conductor, said to-
day that in his belief little Horace
Marvin, the 4-year-old son of Dr.
Horace Marvin of Dover, Del.. who
was kidnaped from ilia father's farm
near Doses. March 4. occupied berth
No. 19 in the sleeping car Glenview
which was brought to Omaha from
Chicago over the Milwakikee road
last night and was attached to the
Union Pacific Overland Limited here
this morning and sent on west to
Ogden. •
Smith was in charge of the sleeper
on which the child was a passenger
last night and he says that when he
saw in Omaha papers this morning
the pictures of the Marvin boy he
at once recognized the striking like-
ness between them and the little pas-
senger on the Glenview and con-
chided that he was the kidnaped boy
Little Hope of Finding Boy.
Dover. Del • Marsh I 5—Worn and
wearied by nearly two weeks of
anxiety and uncertainty over the fate
of' his missing 4-year-old` son. Dr
H N. Marvin has about abandoned
hope sif seeing the lad alive again.
"r have about giVen up hopes of
ever seeing my little boy." hs said.
1"With the full investigation made at
the farm. I An convinced that he has
not been lost there, hilt has been
kidnaped."
CRIME 3o YEARSOLD CHARGED
Michigan Man Wanted in Ohio. but
Requisition Is Denied.
Lansing. Mich., March t5.—Gov-
ernor Warner has declined to honor
a requisition by the governor of Ohio
for the return. to Williams county of
Ira Bryan, .a resident of Hudson.
Mich., who is alleged to have been
connected with incendiary fires in
Ohio thirty years ago. Bryant was
one of about thirty men implicated in
the confession of Jack Page. 'An
alibi and an attempt at blackrnoil
were alleged• in defense of Bryant at
the hearing before the governor yes-
terday.
SUES MURDERER FOR DAMAGE
Administrator Claims Kennedy
Estate Is Injured by Bald-
win's Act.
Bloomington. Ill., March 1 5.—All
unusual civil suit was filed today by
William T. Richer, administrator 'of
the estate of Charles Kennedy and
wife, who were two of the four vic-
tims •+f Murderer Thomas Baldwin.
The action is against Baldwin, asking
for $2,500 for damages to the Ken-
nedy ctate by the double murder.
Postoffice Clerk Sentenced.
Danville. Ill., March 15.----Edward
A. Wood, a Kankakee postoffice
derki. was sentenced . to two years'
imprisonment tat hard labor today






and frankly, tn strictest cooddersx, telling all your
troubiss and stating your age. We will send you
TRU ADVi Z, In plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable fri-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Addres : Wks' Athisrory Department, The
Chigoteouga Aedkine Co., Chatta00141, Tenn.
OR
A Helping Hand
Thousands of women, after trying many different kinds of treat-
ment for their obstinate afflictions or diseases, have found in Cardul a
helping hand. If you suffer from any of the Rainful and distressing dis-
eases peculiar to your sex, take Cardui, for it will probably do as well
for you as it did for Mrs. Wm. Turner, of Bartonville, Ill., who writes:
"Before takdig
'al CARD Women'sRelief
I suffered untold agony for 8 years with various Iemale diseases. I had bearing-down
pains and pains in my head and back. I doctored and doctored and finally I was
operated on, but I suffered all the more. I then tried medicines without relief, so I
finally began to take Wine of Cardul. I have now been taking it for about a year and it
has improved me wonderfully. I can do all my housework and work In my garden every
day. Cardui has brought comfort to me in many ways. I am in good health; my nerves
are stronger; I am regular and suffer NO PAIN." Try IL
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
LOOKS HANDSOME AGAIN A LLEGED WIFE
anZININIS
Man Gets New Nose to Rplaclite n
nil One Frozen Off.
I.
Philadelphia, Pa., March
happy as a child with a new toy,
David Dodson of Barnesboro, Pa.,
vealloed out o fthe Dental hall of the
University of Pennsylvania the proud
possessor of a lifelike nose, replacing
that which was frozen several years
ago in a blizzard.
For the last two years Dodson has
tried in vain to secure a new nose
and last year prevailed on Dean C.
H. Frazier of the medical department
to attempt to graft a finger of his
right hand on his face to form the
nose. Just as soon as the operation
was about to prove successful Dod-
son, crazed by pain, pulled the Singer
out of its place and madelhe opera-
tion a failure.
The new nose is a perfect article.
It is made flesh4solore4 vulcanite.
with block tin tubes. and is held on
the face by means of a heavy pair of





REMEMBERS ALL HE MEETS. I
Congressman Cirri:is Knows Nearly
Every One bf His Constituents.
Conore•sman Charles Curt is, of
Kansas, who has been named to site;
ceed Joseph R Burton in the I:Tet-
t-4 State• synate. ha.. haul 3 career
out of the ordinary. Not the least in-
teresting thing about him is that he
has Indian blood in his veins. says
the New York Sun.
When twenty-four he held his first
office, prosecuting attorney of Shaw-
nee county In 1/483 ten year after
Ina admission to the bar, he was a
candidate for congress and lost. Two
stare later he tried again and' won.
It is said he shook hands with so,-
ono men in that campaign, and re-
members to this day the name of
each. He served fourteen years in •
the lower house. a
"Yes. I know most of my constitu-
ents," Curtis has said, "and I have
always made it a point to do so. One
day I was in the home town of a
state senator in the Fourth district,
and he took me around to introduce
me to some of the men in the town.
It's a fact that he'd forgotten the
names of some of the men he'd lived
near for twenty years, and I had to
tell him who they were. He enjoyed
it and so did his friends.
When I meet a man I put him and
some particular instance together.
The next time I lay eyes on him I
can call his name and tell the cir-
cumstances of the meeting. I don't
forget faces or names."
Another title this congressman and
future senator . has earned is, "The
Letter Writer." "I never fail to an-
swer a letter," he said, sitting at his
desk. "Here are two' baskets—one.
for the mail to be answered and the
other for the mail that has been an-
swered and is to receive further at-
tention—some matters; 40 be looked
up in a department, for instance.
"If a man makes a request that
can't be fulfilled', I tell him so. If
he has any chance. I write 'him and
then go to work for him. In my cam-
paign for nomination two years ago
wrote 20,000 letters, I suppose. It's
work, of course, lots of it. and it's
will not so much as is required in
Waahington. Many a night my sister
and I are at work until 12 o'clock. A
good secretary and good clerks make
it possible.
• "This is ms- pension aricket," and
he drew out a worn. tattered 'book
that- looked like a city directory in
manuscript. "Here all of my pension
applicants are registered—thousands
of them. There are more than 6,0oo
on this docket now. There's the
printed form—name, number of claim,
company and regiment, and last, the
condition of the claim, that k wheth-
er it has been granted, rejected or is
still under investiation. It's all
. THRASHER
JIM BULGER GIVEN A CONTIN.
UANCE OF CASE UNTIL
MONDAY.
Thad Halstead Was Turned Over to
Juvenile Court for Carrying
Revolver—Notes.
A postponement until next Mon-
day was given Jim Bulger, the salooi
keeper of Mechanicsburg, when lie
was arraigned before Judge Cross in
the police court yesterday _morning
the charge of whipping his wife,
Flora Woods' home on Jones between
Seventh and Eighth streets.
Thad Halatead was up on the
charge of ̀ tarrying concealed weep-
Ong, and the warrant transferred to !
the juvenile court.
James Kilgore was fined $to and
Costs and Pete Ross ffan and Co.? -'
for fighting each other on Broads%
Kilgore is white and the other a col-
ioted man.
Roy Thompson get a fine of ft and
costs for hieing drunk. while Mattie
McCann got the aame assessment
Lewis Loden was given a contin-
mince until today of a breach of the
•
peace charge.
George Massey and Joe Riley were I
both fined $5 and costs for using Is
suiting language.
WORE HIGH HAT: SUES FOR
PAY AS A FARM HAND.
William H. Heine. a Dressy One,
Sues Father's Estate for His
Wages.
St. Louis. March 14.—Suit for
wages brought by William H. Heine.
against his father's estate, went to
trial in the probate court of St Louis
county yesterday. Every one of
young Heine's sisters and brothers
were present, some of them testifying
that instead of working upon the far'
as be should. Heine spent his "tie
buggy riding, playing tennis and cos
lug upon Cabanne girls.
William Heine is the administrat-
or of the estate of his father, Joseph t
Heine, who died February 18, te.05,!
at Dyer, leaving an estate worth
about $5ossioo.
Young Heine filed a claim against
the estate for sera ices upon the same
for ion months and 18 days. begin-
ning March 1, t896, and ending Feb-
ruary 18, 1905. Ile seek!: $50 a month,
$5,397.88 in all. The other members
of the family are contesting the claim.
Mrs. John Magner, of St. Louis, a
sister, testified that William Heine
;pent much time visiting at 'her home.
9he also said, that he was "pretty
much of a gentleman," and wore a
dress suit and silk hat,
Julia Heine, another sister; has a
similar suit pending in the probate '
court and will be beard March ;9.
She claims $5.893, for housework and
nursing her father 'from July 1. 1889.
to February IR, 1905.
Nitive signalers of a Nigerian reg-
iment in Afr'ca are able to transmit
a message by .flag, flame or helio-
graph in English with great accuracy.
though they know nothing of the
language.
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Th I NOS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes aid Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET • PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
1I0W TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH





GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus . .  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us. °
G W ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





Capital .  $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Lia-
bility  230,000.00
Total . . . . $560,000.00
Total Resources . . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, H.
A. Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnets, Geo. C.
Thompson, President,; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
VA. L. Atkins, Cashier.
•
Of the 103,00o Lndilins outside of $35,000,000in the United States
Indian Territory, to:sow wear civihz- ury, on which the get $1,725,000 In-
- ddress, moo° speak the language, terest every year, and under treaties
system so far as T am concerned. tiona to keep" that team togethrr, bin and 32s000 are members of regularly the government pays them $7so,soo
"1 enjoy limiting and fishing more t it was fun." I established cliur,-he- They have more.
than any other recreation, but since
1892, except a couple of weeks. I have
not been near a fish rod or gun. And
in my old days I was what they now
call a baseball fan, and— flo you re-
member Goldisby's Golden Giants?—
that's what Topeka called its, West-
ern team when it won the pennant;
and it was a good name so far as
some Topeka men I knew are con-













Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special Remedies 
•
WHICH AR.IL DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indi-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug A-Ft
 4411111161111111111116x.'s Allimili--4.1te.w..—LU L.







ALL THE LINES WEST OF DEN-
VER ARE INVOLVED IN THE WANTS COLP-GE BR
ED MEN
TROUBLE.
Pennsylvania Shows How One May
Begin Humbly and Work Up.
Oakland, Cal., March t5.—Forty-
seven thousand men, the membership
of the Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen west of Denver, are vot-
ing whether to go on strike to en-
force demands for an 'ncreased scale
ft -of wages. The poll, the most exten-
4 sive movement toward a general
strike since the American Railway
Union tie-up of it?4,44, has not been
finished. Indications are that the
last ballots will reach the national
headquarters at Cleevlaild, 0, about
March 25.
The issue seemed to depend mainly
upon the position taken by the
switchmen's union, which as an or-
ganization. is not recognized, it is
%aid, either by railroad managers or
the Brotherhood of Railway Train-
men The master of the local union
of Switchmen, No. 1 52 said last night:
"My opinion is that a strike will
not be called without the co-opera-
tion of the switchmen. The Broth-
erhood 'has asked us to vote a% indi-
v:duals."
HARRIMANIA.
First, buy control oi a railroad
Second, look over the books and
discover the sums paid out of income
for improvements, which are charged
tp operations. •
Tlord, capitalize these 1111111
Fourth, pay yourself a dividend
from the proceeds, in violation of the
law.
Fifth, sell the road to a rival com-
pany. after the cream has been skim-
med —WW1 Streft Jhrnal.
WOMAN'S WISDOM.
Silence is a mat '. privilege and a
oman's perfection
Respect age for what has been. re-
spect youth for what may be
Self-praise is the mortgage of 3
.haracter.
Cleanliness is the most acceptable
form of politeness
4 Love decreases when it ceases to
increase.
Thece are no face' truer than thoac
which are washed by tears
Do small things well and you will






Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
tar it. Office Fraternity Building.





WE BSI I: S
INIUMATIoNAL
DI CI \RY
• Rocontly Kolargod •
MTh
25,000 New Word
Now Gazottoor of tho Won
with more than f5,000 Miss, based on I
latest census returnihi
Now Alographloal Dictioaar
dentaintnt the gapes of over 10.010Uo
pereans,date of birth, death. etc.
Sd/ted by W. er.
VnitadgratesConuaimioner of Eduoation.
2380 Quer& Page.
lbw Mb.. NIP inaileadiall 4; Mat 1Mb41ati-
NeededinEveryHome
Also s Collegiate empty
Ms Nee. insiencisss.
Seir1on7210tc4 twins, $ bloitega
Ds Lpg. Edition tyypia% tn. Printed free
*mak oa bibia papea. baralto1 Wad imp.
PRE 4. Wriatim^tualipesel peeption.
•  . C. IIIRRIAM CO., •
Publiebere. Springfield, Mass.
More college-trained men arc want-
ed in the service of the Pennsylvania
Railroad company. The company's
improvements in New York and all
along its lines have created positions
in the operating and engineering de-
partments which, the company an-
nounces, must be filled by "men of
ability and judgment," says the Phil-
adelphia Ledger.
Some employes who have not had
technical training will, the Pennsyl-
vania thinks, rise from the bottom of
the ladder as did its president, James
McCrea—once a rodman—but other
things being equal, it feels that the
man who has One through a regular
course of training at 3 college is the
man who will do the railroad the
most good. This statement is con-
sidered significant in view of the
fact that nearly every execlttive of-
ficer of the Pennsylvania rose from
the ranks without having had a col-
lege training.
It is the Pennsylvania's policy to
employ college men almost exclusive-
ly for certain branches of its operat-
ing and engineering departments.
and thc plan has been so successful,
the management announces, that in-
ducement. are being offered //radii-
wee of colttges to enter other branch
ie. of the service. In the following
language the Pennsylvania tells bow
a college man entering the company's
service aa a rodman may evenfnalla
re to the coveted position of super-
intendent of motive power.
"It is in the maintenance of way
department that the youth with a di-
ploma from a technical institution
finds a place. First he is a rodman.
Then he is sent to the yards at Al-
toona, which are the greatest in the
world—seven miles long—with 210
miles of track. There the candidate
!earns to keep car records and classify
cars, to handle switches, to manipu-
late signals and to do marry other
job' that the proper sort of railroad
man meet 4ffinw aW about.
"Next he is Naseietant supervisor 
'on
the road.' learning all about steel
rail', ballast. croastie%. the plate• and
roadbed drainage. If he is apt he is
promoted to supervisor, and after that
comes the grades of assistant engi-
neer and superintendent. and when a
man gets to be superintendent he is
qualified as a railroad expert
"At 'Altoona. where the !hop. and
yards of the Pennsylvania compose
what 's called 'the greatest railroad
university in the world,' there is a
special course for the college man
trained as a mechanical engineer. The
'special apprentice,' tie he is called,
tubes through a four-year course of
hard work--blacksmith shop, wheel
shop. car shop ad all the rest Three
months are given to firing an engine
on the road. The 'special apprentice'
ia eligible to rise to be inspector, as-
sistant maater mechanic. assistant en-
gineer of motive power, master me-
chanic. superintendent of mo:ive pow-
er,"
ONLY TWO LEGS WHERE
, SIX StIOULD BE.
A singular incident happened in
Mayfield Wednesday afternoon in
which three men who were minus the
required number of legs met in con-
versition. says the Mayfield Messen-
ger. Out of the three people there
were only two legs in the crowd.
Major G. W. Saunders. of the city.
who has only one lower limb, Claude
Cates. of the county, who 'has also
tint with the same misfortune, and
Dr. Robinson, a traveling medicine
vender, who has no legs at all, were
the gentlemen. Thf fact • of them
meeting at the same time attracted
the attention of a number of people
who were on the streets.
What an Elisor Is.
The function of "elisor' conferred
upon a business man by Judge Dunne,
of San Francisco, to hunt up Abra-
ham Ritef and bring him before the
court, is not a familiar one here in
America. and must have puzzled most
readers of the news from California
printed 'yesterday _ morning-. The
word of a French derivation, from
dire, to choose, and represents in
English law a person chosen by the
court to perform certain duties of a
sheriff when that official is disquali-
fied by self-interest. Some of the
dictionaries limit the functions of an
elisor to the duty of returning a jury,
but others make him eligible to the
perforamnce of any of the duties of
a sheriff or coroner under the orders




CHILDREN OUT ROADS DECLARING
BY THOUSANDS WAR ON PUBLIC
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF LAST
OPPORAUNITIES TO
SKATE.
Next Week There Becomes Effective
the Law Prohibiting Roller
Skating On Streets.
The children of the city were out
by the thousands yesterday and will
be for the next week, taking advan-
tage of the last opportunity to in-
dulge in roller skating, as next week
the general council of the city will
enact the law making it punishable
with a fine in the police court for
anybody to skate on roller skates on
the concrete sidewalks or streets.
Not only the chilcken are howling
against the proposed ordinance, but
tbe dealers in skates as well, an the
latter have had a rich harvest the
past few months selling skates by
the thousand pair. It will do no
good though, as the law is to be
adopted, because the chikken en-
danger !heir own Hies by coming
dont' into the crowded section of
the city on their skates, as they are
liable to get run over by street cars,
vehicles. etc . while they endanger
the lives and limbs of those people
ailksin they run into and knock
down.
The law will be adopted by the
council next Monday night, and by
the aldermen the following Thurs-
day 'night, signed immediately by the
president of these two boards and
Mayor Yeiser, who will then have it
published at once, it then becoming
binding, and will have to be abided
by.
CONFESS BRIBERY CHARGES
Three Men Smirched by Paving
Scandal at Columbus, 0.,
Are Fined.
Coluinhua, 0, March t5.—Three of
the men indicted by the grand jury
for accepting and giving bribes in
connection with the Broad street
paving, pleaded guilty today when ar-
raigned. They are Nelson Cannon,
former manager of the Trinidad
Paving company of Cleveland; Arthur
Beck, former assistant city engineer,
and Alfred Shoemaker, former city
inspector.
They were fined as follows: Can-
non, fei5o; 'Beck. $t.r7s, and Shoe-
maker, $410.
Two members of the board of pub-
1:c service, Fred J. immtl and Fred
Lied. pleaded not guilty, as did H.
111, Bramley of Cleveland, president
of the Trinidad Paving company: IT.
C. Lang and R. S. Rhoads.
Laws en Emerson, fowler supreme
court c'erk. pleaded not guilty of em-
bezzlement and his hearing was set
for Monday. as was that of John
W Johnson, state supervisor of
printing. charged with seeking to i-
flucnce judges; C. C. 'milt former
dell, of justices courts, ?embezzle-
ment, and F. A. Moriarty, former
clerk of the health board, embezzle-
ment.
Paderewski vs. Mozart.
The story of how one of Paderew-
ski's most popular compositions came
to be written was told recently in
London by the farrows composer's
wife.
It was in those earlier days when
the master pianist was a professor at
the Warsaw convervatory and the
scene was the home of the Polish
poet Swietzochowski, who had just
expressed the opinion that no liv-
ing composer could compare in
beauty and simplicity with Mozart.
At the moment Ignace Paderewski
merely shrugged his shoulders, but
the following evening 'he appeared,
asked permission to play for the poet
a little 1VIozartian thing which, per-
haps, he had not heard. Then he
played his own now famous minuet.
"Alt!" exclaimed Swietzochowslcri,
triumphantly, as the last note died
away, "now you must acknowledge
that a composition like that could
not be written in our time."
-"Perhaps," came the quiet reply,
"only it happens that I composed it
this forenoon."
At the recent carnival at Grasen-
gown, Austria, no admission tickets
were used, but everyone who enter-
ed the theatre was weighed and had
to pay t cent a pound. Several fat
men and women rtfused to mount
the scales.
(Chicago Examiner.)
The railroads apparently have de-
termined to declare war u,pon the
public wherever legislatures exerc'se
the right of regulating them. This
is a policy which is sure to react on
the roads, for when it comes to close
quarters the people are, after all,
stronger than the corporations.
Nebaska passed a two-cent fare
bill a few days ago. It went into ef-
fect at once, and •inmediately the
railroads entered upon a campaign of
retaliation_ Trains have been taken
off; eery sort of public concession
has laten cancelled; each road. has re-
fused to sell continuous tickets or to
check baggage over a connecting
line; the two-cent fare has not been
allowid on interstate tickets. the pLs-
senger- being required to buy a new
ticket at the state line and also to
rechc"... baggage.
The people of Nebraska are not
likely to bear this kind of thing- pa-
tiently For forty years they have
had more than enough of railroad ex-
tortion and tyranny. Besides impos-
ing rubbing freight rates, the com-
panies have assumed political mas-
tership For a long period the Bur-
lington and Union Pacific took turns
in electing the United States senato
rs
and combined in choosing the govern-
or and legislature. A Nebraskan
was not asked, "Are you a Repmbli-
can or a Democrat?" but "Are you
a U. P. or a B. dr M. man?'
This continued until the anti-mon-
opoly uprising in tRoa caused the
passage of the maximum rate bill,
which was afterward beaten on a
technicality before a Federal court.
The reform wave subsided and the
railroads again took control, which
they maintained until the present re-
bellion in the Republican party.
which has once more broken their
grip.
Throughout all these year. the
railroads of Nebraskan:lodged their
taxes. Recently they were forced to
pay up to the tune of 13.106,000.
which no doubt has something to do
with their ill-temper. Nearly every
prominent man in the state had a papa
:la that ordinary( people who traveled
were required to pay for themselves
and the "deadheads," too.
Among the trains taken off to pun-
ish Nebraska were those running
East and West between Chicago and
Los Angeles, the finest on the Harri-
man overland system.
A fact that the railroad managers
everywhere need to have impressed
upon them is that the states of the
American Union arc sovereign, each
within its sphere and that to defy
them and challenge their power is an
extremely hazardous thing to dn.
NARROW ESCAPE FROM
DEATH BY LIGHTNING.
Rockport, Ky . March o5 —Mr
Walter Russell, postmaster here and
a well known citizen, had a narrow
escape and was severely shocked by
lightning while visiting hs daughter.
Mrs. Rachel Penrod. Mr. Russell
was sitting before the fire with his
granddaughter when a bolt of light-
ning struck something nearby and
glanced down the chimney. Mr.
Rtosell was stunned by the shock,
and hs granddaughter was rendered
unconscious /for several minutes.
Aside from receiving a bad shock,
Mr. Russell was uninjured. arrdhis
granddaughter is rapidly recovering.
Morphine.
Laurent Tailhade declares that the
morphine habit 'has increased alarm-
ingly in France and other European
countries, and that extraordinary 3 r-
gies take place as a result of this in-
dulgence.
-- Quoting sonic bad cases of morph-
iarnania, M. Tailhade says that the
son of a banker who was a victim
had died in a wretched lodging after
eight days of uninterrupted rnorphin-
ization. He had squandered twenty
fortunes.
More politicians are morphiamani-
acs than poets, says the writer. Gen.
Boulanger was seen to inject mor-
phine at a crisis in his career. Bis-
marck always made an injection he-
fore speaking in the Reichstag. Guy
de Maupassant was a victitn to mor-
phia, as well as to ether and cocaine.
Another morphia maniac was Al-
phonse Daudet, the novelist.---gDetroit
Free Press.
When the Wit is Out
The trouble with after-dinner nomi-
nations for president of the United
States is that they are hard to re-




130 8. 'THIRD STREET: PAM:MAX-7V
ACCIDENT INSURANCt
Abram L Well &
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIOGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Resioence: 72f
CAMPBELL BUILD1NF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in' Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink an4 Water. Located on
lot 401160 feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
See L. D. Sanders, Office 318 South Sixth. Itrne 765.
1
iwodwedwi 1141116,11164#044111641. 11101110111100-'40140i' >14-
K. COULSON,
P LUMBINGIN
Steam Minot Water Heating.








SUPKRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
F.RT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOD ROE. BOTH PHONE&
P.D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You_Want-Ato 'See Something Nice in Spring and
- Summer Suitings Call on
K: C. ROSE
'329 South Third Street, AgenCtor MIAMItM















good health and this,com-
bined with modern sani-ary
fixtures helps to keep the 'doctor out
of your house. 'Standard" Porcriatn
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
if you intend making bath room rm.
provements, let us show you samp;es of
this fiunous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no





We are inthoriv-4 to announce the
candidacy of R •••4 for city
jailer, snbtect to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907..
School Trustee.
We are althorired to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weak for school
trustee from the Second ward, stilt-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday,
May a.
Representative.
We are authorized to annolince the
candidacy of Eugene Graves for rep-
resentative of McCracken county in
the general assembly, subject to the
action of the democratic niass con-
vention, to be held March 3o, by Me.
Cracken county voters at the county
court house.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of James T. McKinney for
representative of McCracken county
in the general assembly, subject to
the action of the democratic mass
convention. :o he held Mardi 30, by




Oranges, per dos ise
Fig Bars, per, lb . 15c
Boston Brown Bread, per loaf  toe
Pitffed Rice Cake, something very
fine,, per lb  25c
Molasses Brittle', something new
tiled suit in thc circoit court against
Cocoanut Cake, per lb  . 300
Apetizo, two packages for s5c
Pettijohn's Breakfast Food, per
package  asc
Cld Fashion Olt Meal, per lb.. ..5c
Quaker yellow or white Meal,
Per lb lac
Barley, per lb sc
White Fawn Flour, per bag
Good Straight Flour 6oc
Spaghetti or Maces:0M, *two pack-
ages for I5C
Cereline Flakes. per package  toc
Hog Jowls, the finest and sweetest
to be gotten, you have-to try
them to appreciate them
Thistle Peas go today two for 25cDon't forget your lawns and our
Lawn Grass Seed is espeially
prepared in ond pound ar:oonsper package  25c & 35c,Potoma Coffee, our regular 25cbrand goes today at 200Don't forget to ask for a tiound ofthis Coffee it is a nice Coffee.Shelled Nuts, fresh and nice.




THE REGIsrER ielt; dasidatt he iried:!ol c=aun t s°11ilat wasas not
because they refused to coop them-
selves up:in overheated houses, as .we
do today, but rather because fewer
of them had the means of overheat-
aig houses and buildings.
The modern building, magnificently
equipped with machinery for baking
every cubic inch of air that gets into
it. and poorly equipped, Or, not equip-
ped at all, for ventilation, is the hand
maiden of pneumonia. After being
parboiled in perspiration in his office,
his hotel or at the theater, the over-
stimulated urbanite fares forth in a
storm, or in a drizzle, as ready to
soak up disease germs as is a sponge It is miraculous that some little
to absorb water. The "bad cold," lives were not sacrificed yesterday
grip, influenza and pneumonia lie in afternoon shortly before .4 o'clockwait for him, and if he goes to his





at Register Building, 523 Broadway
IjMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S WILHELM. Secretary
Entered a tor Postoffice of Padu-






Anyone tailing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to






Saturday Morning. March 16, spa.
Strenuous Taxation.
Those who kick about the high tax
rate in this glorions commonwealth
can console themselves with the
knowledge that there are govern-
ments which have even more strenu-
ous rates, Japan for instance. The
Louisville Herald says:
"Dalny is now called Tairen. The
Japs have established a system of
taxation there that would make a
Kentucky tax eater's eye glisten and
mouth water. Wholesale houses 75
cents and retail houses $2.50 on each
$500 worth of annual sales. On
hanks there is a levy of $6 on each
$soo of capital. On stuoney lending
the tax is $5 on each $3oo of capital;
opium selling 15 per cent. wholesale
and ao per cent. retail. Opium-smok-
ing saloons have to pay 2o per cent.
of the revenue and $.2.50 on each pipe
per month; actors so cents to $1.23
a month, according to income. First-
clacs gcvcrnment land is put down
for $60 an acre per month; second
and third-class land ,one-half and
one-half and one-fourth as much, re-
apectively; theaters 5 per cent. of the
revenue from each day's perform-
ance.
"Bath houses have to contribute
$2.30 per $3oo tota revenue per
month; barbers 50 Wits, catpenters,
plasterers and blacksmiths, 25 cents;
tutors of singing and dancing $t each
per month. The fee for a certificate
of import.is so cent", and cremation
charges range from $5 to $to each.
Pier and warehouse duties are: For
moving alongside a pier. 2 1..2 cents
a ton per day: pa-sengers landing or
embarking at a pier with luggage.
2 1-2 cent, each; children under
twelve years. half the latter charge;
children under four, free; goods, in
weight. 5 cents per ton, and in meas-
urement 5 cents 
. 
per ton: landing
charges bne-half cent per 'ix feet
square per day( rent of warehouses
and sheds, i cent per aix feet square
per day; rent of warehouses and sheds.
one cent per six feet square per day."
Pneumonia a Mollycoddle Killer.
Statiatics recently compiled show
Ahat pnetimoia Ts killing more per-
sons in the United States, than any
other aiscase. This is due in part to
the fact that tuberculosis is uot
a: many perions as formrely. At
this time of the year—the pneumonia
eeason—it behooves all person' to
take reasonable precautions as pre-
venta!ive measure'.
Pneumonia is an obstinate disease
that usually runs its course. It is
extremely difficult to manage, and an
ounce .of prevention is worth more
than many pounds of cure. The dis-
ease may attack the hardiest individ-
ual and prove his sudden taking off
or it may attack a. weakling and al-
low him to pulltthrough, but the spec-
ial iinairy of pneumonia is the molly-
coddle who is overheated with stim-
Waiting food and drink from within
and enervating heat from without.
lie is a fat and tender feast for the
microbe—or whatever it is—that
causes pneumonia. •
The tendency in the den:ely ullpu-
lated portions of this country is to
regard hot.air in home and office
.the breath of life and
fresh air.-as. the Dread ,Destroyer.
which must be kept out' of living
rooms and work rooms at all costs.
The anti-fresh air superstition is a
powerfnl ally of pneumonia. A pair
/if !Mika enervated by breathing de=
vitalized air, a body made tender by
temperature 'that constantly keeps
the pores opete and organs weaken-
ed by "high living," fit a man per-
fectly to become the easy prey, of
the most successful of all diseases in
keeping up the mortality rate. •
Our grandmother; believed that all
nit- was hurtfnl, especially night air.
..nd not withstanding the popular be-
lief that our grandmothers were much
healthier than we are today, constimp-
ti•o• went through families, the first
infecting -the second, and the second
W- ing it to the thirst, and all man-
kind regarding it as a curse from
Alicia there wasno escape and aaginst
which there was to protection but
mollycoddling and staving off the at-
jacks -of fresh air. If our EraDdmoth-
411M100.....••••••
AT MOVING PICTURE SHOW
FLORA WCANN, AGED 15 YEARS, OF 1129 MADISON, AND
RUTH REAMS, AGED 14 YEARS, OF 508 SOUTH FOURTH,
WERE KNOCKED DOWN AND TRAMPLED ON AND PAIN-
FULLY BRUISED—ELECTRICAL SPARK IGNITED MA-
CHINE FILMS THAT FLARED UP LIKE GUNPOWDER—
STAMPEDE AMONG IMMENSE THRONG OF SCHOOL CHIL-
DREN, BUT MIRACULOUSLY NONE WERE BADLY HURT.
grave he does so feeling that at least
the fiend that lurks in every one of
"Don't be uo cure that .f ou are
beyond the ( emon'e reach. Keen
deter on the alert. Watch. fortify
'yourself. Keep ever upon the ram-
parts of your soul's manhood the
sentinel of a sober, serious. reveren-
t•al self-inspection!'
The railroads of Nebraaka are
mad, through and through. over the
pasAge of the two-cent rate bill and
.re now retaliating on the people.
Every public concession has been
cancelled and none of the roads will
sell continuous tickets over connect-
ing lines. For several years the Ne-
braska roads run the state politi-
cally and no man could be elected
to office without their consent. They
'aid no taxes for years until recent-
4y, when they were forced to dis-
gorge $3,too.000. This may be an-
ether cause of their n'ttation.
A man died recently at Cape
Breton and left his entire estate ,to
rags, stipulating that they were to
be well taken care of. This is not an
uncommon thing in this country, and
the pigs soon develop into financial
begs.
at'
• NEWS IN BRIEF.
• •
stemmitemme at ems*
—Mr. Jerome Smith, the I C.
blacksmith and game chicken raiser,
is suffering from a painful stab in
his leg, caused by one of his fighting
roosters turning on him and jabbin
he took every precaution agaiost moving picture show that was being
catching cold, even to the highball given at 417 Broadway, where Haw-
with which he armed himself before kills' cafe was formetly located The
rtieh from the building was caused
by the electrically' operated picture
machine flaring up into a huge tlame
Lnd frightening out of thew senses
the several hundred little children
who were witnessing the flashing of
different scenes. The little ones
darted pell-mell and screaming out
of the building, and as a result
Flora McCann, of 1 i29 Madison
street, fainted and was trampled •on,
while Ruth Reams, of South Fourth
street, was knocked down and many
walked over her. Both of these girls
received painful braises on the bodies
but fortunately no bones were
broken, and they were grabbed up
and taken from the storehouse,
which rapidly tilled with blinding
smoke from the fire. Luckily the
(alai-small children were gotten out
of the place and a sigh of relief
was breathed by everybody: as the_
i..eger was intense for a whiaa not
from fire, but a stampede.
The picture show onened last week
and just inside the Trout door the
proprietor, Mr. Louis Farrell; of tip
North Twelfth street, had a box-like
partition built, sepaating the front
entrance from the auditorium. At
one side of this partiticm, that
atands four feet inside the entrance,
is a small door through which the
atrons pass on paying their aamis-
a,on, while on the other side of the
partition is a small exit door. In
the center of the partition k the
taket office, inside which was sta-
tioned the proprietor's daughter,
Miss Mary Farrell. selling tickets.
going out into the weather. •
Some of the newest public. brad-
ings contain ventilating plants. In
time it will he more generally recog-
nized that fresh air is a tonic that
fortifies the system and that baked
air weakens and throws down the
fortifications, that exercise inereases
resisting power and over-stimulation,
from moat or drink, decreases it. In
the meantime pneumonia will con-
tinue to harvest the mollycoddles.
'Those who see to it that 'they have a
little fresh air where they work,
where they read in the evening and
Where they sleep at night, who eat
and drink temperately, sleep enough,
and take ia. reasonable amount of ex-
ercise. have the best chance of es-
caping the disease that stands first
among fatal diseases. And now is
the time to take precautions.—Cour-
ier-Journal.
A.
him Thos. B. Gregory, of Chi-
cago, takes the position that all of
ec are possessed of a demon and
that 'athe best of us might have
been the worst had the demon within
had the opportunity to break out."
He says. further:
"We don't know when our turn
may come. The demon is in ita a:
ceitainly as he is in the other peo-
etc, and it is just posaible that in
some unguarded moment he may
spring up, get the control of us and
put us behind the bare.
"It behooves every one of us to
watch. Perpetual vigilance is the' Yesterday, as an inducement lea
. dprice not only of political liberty. the. children, Mr Farell admitted
all school pupils free of charge tobut of that far more important kind
of liberty—liberty from the grip of see the moving pictures. therciore
the house was crowded with a very
large number of the little ones. Up
on top of a platform above the front
c: !rnnce was stationed' the machine.
'operated by electricity, and which
flashed the movements onto the
white curtain at the rear of the
.building. Rolls of very fine and in-
flammable films revolve in the ma-
chine with lightning-like rapidity in
throwing the changeable scenes on
the curtain. Harry Parsons, of New
York, was opetating the machine in
the room made dark so the views
could be plainly seen when suddenly
the electrical apparatus flashed out a
spark that instantly ignited the films
which flared up like gunpowder and
encircled the machine- with flames.
Somebody indiscreetly yelled "fire"
and this sounded the knell which
sent the throngs of children rushing
towards the narrow floors at the
front entrance. They surged and
screamed, fell over each other pelt-
men in trying to get out and were
greatly frightened by the dense
smoke and flashing machine, and for
a while it looked as if a fearful
catastrophe was to be enacted, but
some older and cooler heads finally
got the little ones out without any
being hurt except the McCann child
who is 13 years of age, and the
Reams girl, who is 14 years old, and
the daughter of Mr. Hezekiah
Reams, the fruit dealer of soli South
Fourth street. dloth were taken
home.
Mr. Parsons fought Oft flames and
finally got them out, while immechte-
ly the fire department waslon hand
to extinguish any fire, Lin this
peeved umiccesaary.
The ticket seller. Miss Farrell,
waa tightly wedged in the box-like
office, being unable to get, out on
account of the children surging at
the rear, Oita making her only sal-
tation the little aperture through
wbich she passed tickets out toethe
frent parone. Mr. Harry Keller
and Mr. Charles Hawkins at a
glance saw her perilous position and
reaching through the ticket window
atabbed her and ah'e was guilkd
through the hole and gotten safely
onto the sidewalk.
The tire only ruined the picture
films, necessitating ordering new
• tics.
ENGINEER THOMAS KILCOYNE
KILLED IN BIG WRECK
TELEGRAMS FROM LITTLE ROCK ARK. YESTERDAY AN-NOUNCED HE HAD MET DEATH WHILE AT THE THROT-TLE OF HIS ENGINE, WHICH HE RAN OUT OF THATCITY—WAS PADUCAH MAN OF MANY FRIENDS, WHODEEPLY REGRET HIS UNFORTUNATE END—BODY EX-PECTED TONIGHT OR TOMORROW
langincer Thonias Kilcoyitic, far- : brother of Mr. Pat Kilcoync. :ofinerly of Paducah. but now of Littla I
notified over the long distance
Fancy Farm, Graves county, who
Rock, Ark., was killed near the tat- 1..."';':`
telephone last night, and will arriven
ter city yesterday (luring a railroad ., ere today: The parents of the deadwreck, and the remains will be engineer reside in Ireland, where hebrought here tomorrow for burial, i was born. Ile came to this countryHe was running out of Little Rock. 1! when quite young. He was a brother-hut the message did not give the- in _law of Engineer John Mnlvin. ofparticulars regarding the death, with ; Icor Broadway. and also Mrs.exception that he was killed in a George Tagg, widow of the popularwreck, 
engineer tslio was killed severalMr. Kilcoyne is-as one of the best years' ago near Dawson. Mr. Kii-Imown railroaders roa ever running over enamel; little seven-year-old —aatigh-the country. Ile wag a Paducah ter resides here with her grand -man who spent most of his life here mother, Mr.. Mulvin, at the Taggand for years was connected with berne, on Eleventh and Jeffersonthe Illinois Central railroad in an streets.
engineering capacity. About four The deceased was about 32 yearsyears ago he went to other points af age. No arrangements will beant finally located at Little Rock, made for the funeral services untilout of wifich place he has run for the body reaches here tonight or to-quite a while. morrow. Be was a fine young man.The deceased was a whew of of excellent quatities and his unfor-Mrs. Thomas Kileoyne. of Trimble ornate death comes as a shock to hisstreet, also of Mr. Michael Kilcoyne many friends. The particulars ofof North Tenth street. He w-as a the wreck are expected today.
 
assistants had worked all night
.000.000.000 checking tip accounts in preparation
thc steel and sharp pointed gafhinto SI 
the leg of the owner, who had put
for the margin calls which were
the gaff on to train the chicken to
fight, sent out by many houses as soon as—A special I. C. train passed
through here tonight hound from
Chicago to Louisville with a vice
president and other high officials of
the system aboard.
—Sal‘alion Army officers make a
children's clothing for the poor pen-
call for bed clothes and women's and
pie, who have appealed to them. By
calling home phone 1229 or dropping
3 postal card for box No. 576, the
army will collect the confribmions.
Business Notice.
The business of the Willi:i'
Bicycle company will be continued
by the Robert B Williams estate at
the old stand. No. r26 North Fifth
streets
The Geo-rgia Lee gets here today
or tonight en route down from Cin-
SLAUGHTERED
(Continued from Page One.)
Hustle on Street Begins Early.
Long before the stock exchange
opened today the bustle in Wall
street began. The tremendous de-
clines of the day before caused con-
sternation among margin speculat•
ors and the brokerage offices were
thrtnged by customers preparing
for the slaughter which everyone ex-
pected to take place as soon as the
gong sounded. By 9:30 o'clock the
galleries of the stock exchange were
thronged by the curious and before
the Market opened the doors had to
he closed against further aviaitors.'
In many of the leading brokerage












the partners arrived this morning.It is estimated that fully $3o,000.000in fresh margins had poured intothe street before the opening hour in
the form of cash and checks.
To the general surprise comparn-, tircly few customers had failed in
responding to the call. 'In one lead-
ing .house a single customer had
failed to supply the money necessary
to strengthen his account and he
was a millicmaire who was away on
his yacht in the south and could notbe reached.
Gong Starts Paadernonium.
When the gong sounded at ttf
o'clock pandemonium reigned .op'the
fl000r. The vices p1 exicitaa If;rokers
welled into a mighay• roar. In the
first fee- mint,-.sthe buying was
heavier thanathe selling and stocks
began 4:aito• in slightly above the
tliasrbf the day preceding.. For the




We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
he held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. Davis for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907. s
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi•
date for re-election to the office of
cita clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
Vic are authorized to announce
Mautice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907.
City Treasurer.
We, are authorized to announce the
candidacy of kVilliam Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907-
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
hfay 2, 1907.
City Attorney,
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2. :ow.
We ate authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907.,
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce kV.
Stewart Dick as. a candidate fig re-
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, Kw.
City leiter.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
PRETTY WEAT.HER,
Immense Throngs Drown Down Into
Business District Yesterday.
—
Yesterday afternoon the largest
crowds seen on the litres for man)
seeks were, Otte enjoying the pleas-
ant at monsheric` 'conditions. Busie
nes,' was nothing of a rush nature,
but the people seemed drawn out by
the rii:e weather and flocked through
the business district on strolls that
caused the thoroughfares to present
quite a congested condition of affairs
Card of Thanks.
The members of Evergreen and
Magnolia Groves, W. 0. W. circle,
desire to publicly express their
thanks and appreciation for the
courtesies etended by Jersey and
Olive Camps, the Paducah Traction
company and all other", during the
recent convention held in Paducah.
MRS. GENEVIEVE SPENCE.
MRS. A. L. ISEMAN.
MRS. I.EONA TrAu..
CoMmit tte.
Piagiariam is the tribute mediocrity
and commonness pay to genius.
Many a man has lost success 'be-
cause a fleeting pleasure tempted
him from the path that leads there.
As soon as a man realizes 'that he
isn't absolutely essential to the
world, he begins to be really useful.
When the big men die the little
fellows have some chance to attract




7 lbs Nagy Beans for . ..... .25c
7 bars Octagon Soap for
3 cans High-grade Corn for .
3 cans 3 lb Hominy for ..
Extra Fancy Bananas per do:





Campbell's Salad Dressing .o5c
4 Pkgs. Seeded Raisins for 25c
• cans Little Fellow Peas for ..25c
• cans Lotus Telephone Peas for. s5c
• cans Lotus Sweet Wrinkle Peas 35C
Van Camps Beets, per can .. too
3m lb cans Hi-Lo Baking Powder
for  25c
3 Pkgs. Virginia Sweet Pan Cake
Flour sse
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for  tor
Red Snapper Sauce, per bottle sse
Red Snapper Relish per bottle esc-
Fancy Lotus Squash per can
6 rolls Toilet Paper for .
New Dill Pickles per gal 
Irish Potatoes per ph 
Sweet Potatoes per plc.
3 bottles Catsup for
• packages Macaroni  
3 lb* Cod Fisk for 
Primary to be held Thursday, May at
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subje:t to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be beld,Thutsday. May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Densocratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to arrounce the
canddacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jaaer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May
1907.
excired, showed a steadiness that
aurptisod evesyone and led to the
hope that the crisis had finally been
fused. It ss, however. one of
those fitful rallies that for days have
merely offered the bears a standing
ground from which to renew their
attacks. Within fifteen minutes the
n:arket again turned toward lower
prices and values began to crumble
in ai way that filled the stoutest
heart with alarm.








New York Central and quotations
fell so rapidly that the tickerrethili-
kerT„ile •thriii. Reading.
had,closed at 113 3-4 and had
advanced at; the opening to ITS 5-aa,
broke a point at a time on enormoua
transactions until it touched co.
Union Pacific, which sold at 145 after
the opening, dropped a point between
sales to 120 1-4 Smelters, which the
Guggenheim interests tried in . vain

































































A good showing of Spring Coats
and New Skirts are being
now exhibited at
Levy's
Tight fitting Covert Coats with
strati and tailor-made are being
sold for $5.00
Loose back Covert coats 5.00
Good quality English cloth Coats,
satin or taffeta lined
7.50 and 10.00 _
Some extremelyswagger and smart
spring suits are now in, which we






ALLEGED THIEF IS CHARGED
WITH STEALING STOLEN GOODS
VIII
IT IS CLAIMED THAT BOB GREER STOLE FROM CONTRAC-
TOR BEAN. SOLD TILING TO MIKE ISEMAN, THEN STOLE
IT BACK AND SOLD IT TO TONY ISEMAN—JIM KIN-
DRICK ACCUSED OF FLOORING DAUGHTER WITH CHAIR
—FRANK SULLIVAN CANNOT KEEP OUT OF JAIL—BUSI-
NESS WITH POLICE.
Ilob Greer. ci.loreil. if gui:ty of the
charges lodged tip against him,
- - • proves he is about the best at
• "double crossing" anybody that has
happened along this way He is a
• negro who has done time in the peni-
tentiars. and is now charged with
stealing some sewer and hearth tiling
from one, selling it to another, then
• stealing it back front the purchaser
and again selling it, this latter time
to the son of the first purchaser In
additian to •ahese alleged manipula-
tiona. Ihe 'is accused of being impli-
cated in the theft of some hides front
Mrs. Baer and trying to sell tem.
He was arrested' • yesterday by
Officers Cross and Brennon,
Contractor J. W. Bean is recon-
structing a residence on Ohio be-
/ ti*een Sixth and Seventh treeta for
Thom is E Lydon, the shoe mer-
chant who will reside there The
contrattor contends that Greer stole
much sewer mad h2arth tiling from
the haiise, and sold it to Mike Tie-
rnan for fifty cents. Ur. lseman was
sick at* the time and let the material
remain where Greer put it. It is
claimed that thc negro then swiped
it from Mr. Iseman, and. taking it
.latter's son, M. Tony Ise-
- • man, the Second and Wnehington
tract wagonyard man, sold it to him
the sen not knowing the father had
it 44 S 1 Fought the stuff. Neither knew but
what Greer was the owner, which
• he claimed to be.
In one warrant Greer is charged
with stealing the material, in another
warrant he ie accused of. obtaining
money wider false pretenses by claim-
ing the tiling was his when he sold
• it to Mr. Tseman. while in a third
warrant he is accused of obtaining
ir money under false pretenses from
Mr. Tony Isentan by selling the
•••*j latter tbe goods.
After Greef. was arrested he was
identified as the negro who look
about $20 worth of hides to Julius
Tick's . establishment at Ninth and
Harrison streets and trying to sell
them. The* police were hot on his
trail and Greer ran away, leaving the
hides at Tick's place, which were re-
covered and returned to Mrs. Baer,
..the South Second street 'dealer, to
whom they belonged, and from Whom4
they had been stolen. A warrant* was
Then 1sued charging Grer with thie
theft ,there being accused joiruly in
this warrant Willis Dunlap, colored,
who is charged with helping Greer
steal the hides. Dunlap was then ar-
rested by Officer Cross yesterday
and in, add:tion to the theft charge,
another warrant was issued against
him on a disorderly conduct charge,
Abe founda:ion for it being the ac-
cusation that Dunlap laid around and
did nothing.
Complaining Stepdaughter.
Jun Kindriek, colored, was arrested
yesterday on a warrant charging him
with striking and knocking down the
night before with a chair his step-
daughter, Clara Lucas, at their home
op Eleventh between Norton and
Caldwell streets.
Sullivan Up Again.
Frank Sullivan was locked up again
yesterday, this time charged with
taking poesession of J. W. Burton's
boarding house on Kentucky avenue
near Second street. He was arreeted
by Officer James Brennan.
Sullivan was up for disorderly con-
duct some weeks ago, but releae-ed on
promising to do better. In a few
days he was again taken charge of by
the officers and Judge Cross gave
him thirty days in jail: The man
finished serving that settence only
a aay or two ago, and getting drunk,
decided he would run the Burton
House, coming near succeeding. as
everything was going hie way when
the police took charge of hini.
I Wife Was Abused.
Torn Jones, alias Tom Carter, col-
ored. was warranted on the charge of
abusing and mistreating his wife,,
Mary Carter. at the residence of Dr.
R. A. Hicks on West. Broadway.
where the negress works. It hap,
pened shortly after noon yesterday.
Ferguson Still Non Est.
Stone wall Ferguson eontinttes to
tnjoy hi. liberty, as. the police de-
partment has* not yet succeeded in
getting a title to his wrhereaboutc.
It will he three weeks tomorrow
since he stabbed Gus Morris tte'death
at Eighth and Campbell stree's.
"".: WW1/4;64 On Mates Past.







For Years Was Connected With the
Railroads in Paducah, and Is
Widely Known.
Information that Captain Jack
Morthland was stricken yesterday
with a severe attack of paralysis at.
Lexington, Tenn., will be received
with deep regret by his many friends
in Paducah, where he lived for a
long while until four years ago, when
he moved headquarters to Lexington.
The telegram was received by Dig...,
patch.e- William Hills of the N., C.
& St. L. headquarters here, in order
that his sons could be notified. One
son, Mr. Frank Morthland i s the
brakeman for the N., C. & St.
railroad out of this city, while the
other son is Mr. Grover Nforthland'
the flagman aut of here for the
Central railroad. Both leave to-
day to attend their father's bedside.
Captain Morthland is about fifty-
five years of age, and for a long term
of years was connected with the Illi-
nois Central and N.. C. & St. L. in
this city. Pinally he went to run-
ning trains out of Paducah for the
latter road, and was a widely known
conductor. Four years ago he was
transferred from this city to the
Perryville branch, which is the
stretch of N.. C. & St. L. road front
Lexington, Tenn., to Perryville,
Tenn. He has been running a mixed
train, but has been laying off for
several days, and wfs otricken at
Lexington yesterday. Judging from
the tenor o'f the massage received
here the attack must have been quite
serious
todayGet your green carnations
at nrini.on.., 539 Broadway.
Important Conference.
It is desired that all the menibers
and Ifrion4s of the Mocharinsburg
Christian church attend the Sunday
sc!-(4,o1 worship tomorrow afternoon
at rya o'clock as immediately after
the service a conference of import-
ance will he held, and the attendance
of everybody is &etre&
PHILOSOPHIC POINTS.
It is funny how a political defeat
can help a man to see disaster ahead
ior his country.
Anathema and abuse art the %%cap-
ons resorted to only by a' cause that
is already defeated.
Real religion is something altreooli-
er too big to be confined in the
straight-jacket of creed.
Nfen would he better if they were
not so mtich afraid that they would
miss sonwthing by it.
The average man thinks more of
an optimist, even if he fails, than of
a pessimist who succeeds.
Some men arc contented because
they arc too lazy to take the trouble
to find out whether they are realty
happy or not.
No flatter how successful a man
may he he never feels quite so im-
portant as when he reaches his twen-
ty-first birthday.
gently writing other cake to see if
he can find out something about
Clearles Kellack, the party caught
after blowiqg open' the safe of
Oscar Denker's establishment at
Eighth and Harris streets one night
the first of this _week. The chief
thinks he will finally strike the right
city and find out all about the crookt;
who is now in the county jail on two
charges, one. of entering Denkerke
place. and the other of trying to kill
Officers Orr and Wird by firing his
revolver at them ecvVral times.
As yet Kellackie pal has not yet
been captured by the authorities, who
have about given up hopes of inter-
cepting him.
Woman Threatened.
zoder Simpson was warranted
yesterday on the charge of striking
and threatening to kill Ada Price.
Big Fight On.
I ieutenant Thomas Potter received
a telephone call last evening to
!Ivry the police to the. rear of Sisk's
grocery, on Fifth between Ohio and
Tennessee streets, where a gang of
negro men and women were ngaged
in is general fight. By the time the




SUED ON LARGI ACCOUNT
'I HE J. WELLER COMPANY CLAIMS THE OSCAR GREGORYCOMPANY OWES $1324.31 WHICH THE. PADUCAH FIRMWILL OT PAY—MARY GALLEN SUES FOOKS-ACREE ANDOTHERS FOR $t,575—ANNA COMBS ANP JOHN KEATING,OF INDIANAPOLIS, REFUSED MARRIAGE LICENSE—OTHER COURT BUSINESS.
The J. Weller company yesterday,
filed suit in the cirruit court against
the Oscar L. Gregory Vinegar Om-
pany for $1,324.31 claimed due for
goods the Weller people sold the
Paducah firm. The Weller people
claim they cannot get the Gregory
firm to pay the account, whicli was
due. some time
Litigation Over Note.
Mary Gallen and her husband, G.
NI. Gallen, filed suit in the circuit
tirt yesterday against" J. M. L. Rus-
sell and the Fooks-Acree Lumber
company for $1,575 claimed duc on a
note defendants executed plaintiff
November 20, 1906. The plaintiffs ,
also ask for an injunction preventing
de:endants from cutting trees o: troy
in timber from the plaintiff's land.
. ' Want Property Divided,
Susan Collins has filed suit in the
ccunty court against her sister.
Antic Townsend, asking the judge
to appoint commissioners to equally
di tide between the sisters some prop
ert they own •,oiat'y.
Deals in Realty.
A deed oas filed with the co.minty
chrk yesterday showing Gertride
Jemes had sold to Mary. C. Proyor
fcr $1,200 land lying in the confity.
Property on Broadway between
Third and Fourth streets has been
sold by John W. Keller t2 Blanche
C. eller for $t and other cousidikr.r.
mins. ,
, Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
transferred land in the canto). 13 R.
L Shernwell and L E. %Vallace for
$3.225.
M. F. Etnery transferred 1) J•ihn
llahcdues fir $54)5 property on Jack,
son benseen Seventh and Eialath
streets,
For $too land on .Mayficill creek in
the county Vas sold to J. T. Thurs-
um by Smilin Lovelace.
T. C Baskette transferred to If.
M. Hannon fort $1,175 property
West Broadway.
'
Refused a Licenne. .
Anna Combs and John Keat;n.:. (.1
fieletnapolie, Ind, arrived yisit.-u-day
anst applied to the county der': foe
A license to marry, but it was refleed
them, as Thusday night a telegram
was received here from Indiarapolis
from the girl's mother asking that
the license be refused because the
man is under 21 years. and istner
objections to die nuptials eeisted.
On being rejected here the conule
1
then went on to Mettopolis V Co• : :7
iay and got married; the lan-s. there
not being so rigid as regards the
age. ..
Jack McKay. aged 23, of thit city.
an, Fannie Maygor. aged .ya. of
Grand Rivers, were granted a li-
cense by the clerk yesterday •,-,
warry. They are colored.
on
Guardian Qualified.
Ad& Crutchfield qualified beiote
Judge Lightfoot in the county eourt
as guardian for liFr minor children,
Grace, Freddie. Nettie and 1A;illir
Crutchfield. The mother is the widow
cf the late Thomas Crutchfield. the
brickmason who late one night last
fall broke his neck by riding h:e
wheel over an ,embankment at leiled I
creek bridge. His widow sued the.
city for his death on the gron+1
that guard rails should have been run
along the edge of the embankment.
She got judgment for $2,000 in the
circuit court, and the municipal at:-
thorities last week compromised lni-
gation by paying her St,800 and the
court costs.
when .any one applies to the circait
court for a license to practice law.
Tt s yoneg mar. has been stuZying
law in Judge E. %V. Bagby's (Alice
fu'rthq,past year or.two"Ind will aç-
ply to 'the circuit judge ter exarina•
ton in legal lore v., s.•:cif he is
ea.alified to be granted a Accmse to
Cletk's Wife 1;1.
The wife of County Clerk !lira'
Smedley •s ctite ill se tile.: home on
South Fourth street, and the clerk
is kept constantly at, her bedside.
The office work continues satisfac-
torily under the able management of
his efficient corps of depuites.
Horse Trading Warrant
Justice John J. (Bleich yesterday
called the case in which Clarence
Emery accuses link Self of obtain-
ing money by false pretenses, but on
account of the absence of some ino
portant witnesses the matter was
continued over until next Frijoy.
Self sold Entcry a horse for $6s,
claiming the animal was sound and
in good condition. Emery charges
that afterwards it developed t:te
beast was not all as Self represented
hence •Emery got out a warrant
charging the other with obtaining
money by false pretenses.
Pistol Carrying Charge.
Judge Lightfoot will today try
'. Lad Halstead, the i8-year-id boy
foliarged with tarrying concealed
_weapons. He was *rested Thursday
ti:ght out in Fishervillc, and on
arraigned before judge Cross
in the *dice court yesterday morn-
ing was titrned over to the juvenile
c'ttirt, which is the nnly tribunal





Rosiness was pretty. good do ii
the retail diesrict last evening, as
the I. C. pay car came in yesterdayi
arid turned thousands of dollars
loose among the emptoyee. The
iavoralde veleathers drew out large I
crowds last evening, but it f's be-i
itoyed tonight there will be quite a
rush on, as many of the railroaders
will wait until this evening.for their
trading, and then many are prepar-
ieg• for their spring shopping.
Pipe Clogged Up.
After hunting several days under
the ground, the plumbers have locat-
ed the bsd place in the city hall drain
pipe leading out from the basement,
and it was repaired yesterday. In-
stead of the piping being broken, it
was found that come accumulations
had stopped the pipe and water could
not flow through it. It was reme-




,Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-










TO ST. LOUIS---March 21
Via Illinois Central
Round Trip---$3.00
A special train leaves Paducah at
Coo a. in., arrives St. Louis a:20 p.
m. 1
Tickets good returning on all trains
up to and including Monday, March
35th, 1907. No baggage will .be
checked on these tickets, nor will
they be good on sleeping cars.
For further particular's, apply to.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent
City Ticket Office
R. M. PRATHER, T. A.
Union Depot
HAS MOST PERILOUS RIDE
Travels Fifty Miles Clinging to Rail
of Flying Railroad Car.
Sayre, l'a., March isT. C. Tillot-
son has re,p.rned to his home here
suffering from the effects of a ride
of fifty miles clinging to the hand
rail on the step of a vestibuled pas-
senger car on the Lehigh Valley rail-
road.
He tried to board . the train at
Geneva as it was leaving the station
and jumped on the bottom step of a
vestibuled car, thinking that he cou:d
attract attention by knocking on the
door. He failed to do this as mile
after mile was traveled and was
afraid to jump, as ihe train was run-
ning at high speed.
It was biterly cold, his head whirled
and he had to fight stubbornly to
cling on to his precarious hold. Not
until after the train had run fifty





18 lbs. Granulated Sugar . $1.00Fresh Eggs, per dozen .. is:
A.-...oknomp
14bbl. Pansy Flour . $2.75 3 3-lb cans Table Peaches  Sec
lb bag Pansy F•Jur  65c'3 15c cans Corn for .. 25C
•
Yebet. Irish Potatoes 25C 3 lb. can Cut Asparagus Tips ... 20C
Meal, per peck   isc 5 gallon can Table Syrup .... $2.00
8 lbs. Navy Beans for  25C
3 lbs. Prunes for •  25c
New Flag Bought. 13 lbs. Figs for Judge Lightfoot yesterday ptn-
I ins. Shelled Raisinschased a handsome nesv flag for they
county court house, it displacingk the gm
old flag which has been whipped to,
a frazzle by the constant blowing Of
th winter's wind that tore it to
shreds against the flagstaff. The
jadge will not have this Aew one i 2
put up-until some time acyt mondfl
as the fierce March 'winds would a
. Iwear it to pieces in a few weeks sf 6 cans Tomatoes andhauled up now. •
To Practice Law.
3 Charles Cox has been t;canted lbs. Powdered. Sugar  
certificate of probity, honesty ond 3 lbs. Fancy Evaporatedgood character by the courtly court,
this. being the docurrent neceeeary Grape Fruit 
us
2,5C
for   25c
Sweet Naval Oranges  25C
pkgs Pawnee Oats
lbs. Maple Sugar ..  35C
lps. Wafers for •  25c
Bottles Extract for  .. r5c
6 cans corn 95c






Gallon can Pie Peaches  . 40C
Sweet Potatoes, per peck  15C
7 bars Swift Pride Soap
Brass King Washboard  




4 cakes German Sweet Chocolate 25c
2 %lb cakes Baker's Chocolate ,.35C
r lb. Ground Black Pepper  25C
r lb Shredded Cocoanut --------15C
lb Mixed Tea 20C
2 cans Cut Stringless Beans .... 25c
2 3Ib cans Fancy Beets  25C
cares Early Garden Peas  25c
2 cans French Sardines for  15c
Best KentueN tcylta.nd Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. s Agent for WAehall and Agatite Cement
"IP) KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CWNNINGHAM




People ig ITCHING RASH 
ENGINEER WELL CURABLE AND , FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS.........,
OUR PERFUMES LASTED 18 YEARS LEAVE TODAY NOT INHERITED Beautiful Framed Picture
Say
just sample an other per- 1 
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St, 
Baby Girl Had Rash Behind Ears— TO SAN FRANCISCO TO PLAGUE." FOUND CHIEF- the walls of a millionaire's home.
ARE BEST 
amination. The pictures and frames
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti- are neat and pretty enough to grace
MR. STANLEY MILLER GOES CONSUMPTION, "GREAT WHITE fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
.7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $r There is. nothing cheap or shoddy
fume in town and then procure Nothing Would Drive It Away— TAKE POSITION. LY IN BIG CITIES, for the year's subscription to their looking about them. They carnot be
i ft Spread and Grevi Worse Under Progress, a monthly agricultural pa- than 5o cents The best recommends.the same odor from us. You'll great semi-weekly paper and Farm duplicated in the retail stores lor leassay there is a great difference. Specialist's Care—Tried Every-
"THERE'S A REASON." We thing Without Avail, 
City Engineer Washington Returns In Greater New York Alone There per published by The Republic. and tihoant tilhaytown'earceanangtiv
Today From Virginia and Gets Are Forty Thousand Cases— tehot
rhneumghilsyto Tat ..
This offer is op
know how to buy perfumes. • Down to Business Again Discoveries. old subscribers, If you ahe taking fled With your picture they will refund
We know how to store per- the paper at present, send in your dol- the money for your subscription andCUTICURA REMEDIES 
Monday.
lar and have your time marked up for pay the postage for returning the plc-fumes. We know how to show one year and get one of these beauti- ture to them.EFFECTED PERFECT CURE Consumption is familiar to every- O pictures without any extra cost.you perfumes. Our knowledge Mr. Stanley Miller leaves today one. The doctors call it "tubercit-
The pictures re genuine works of the
If iy.o n I Ca rEe-A already-   E E Ka subscriberRE p u  BL 1 to
of these requisites is what en- for San Francisco where he takes a losis of the lungs." The disease is
art, done in nine colors. Two of themable us to give you perftunes "When my daughter was •tbaby she position in the civil engineering de- widespread, but chiefly found in cen-
are heads of beautiful girls. One 
or if you want only the agricultural
had a breaking out behind the ears. monthly, Farm Progress, send a silverthat have not detonated since The doctor said that she would out- 
partinent of a large concern there at ters of population, in the cities. In
wears a black picture hat and has twogrow it, and it did get somewhat. better a handsome salary. He is an expert Greater New York there are today roses pinned to her pink bodice. If 
dime for one year's subscription to
coming into our' possession. paper.this big Thesixt eeTnAafeE_fAa r.mwEand K  hornsRE.
RE-
always applying something in the way regretted, as he has evidenced in nod of greatest activity and useful-
and after that we could get nothing
of salves. It troubled her behind the matey ways his superior ability in sit- ness. In fact of all men dying be-
until she was about fifteen years
that would drive it away. She wait
old, engineer and hisoss to the city en- 40,000 cases, mainly in persons be- 
bat, 
One;'gineering department here is deeply tween the ages of is and 45, the PC- 
this
wears
Spring Girl" No. It, or "The Summer PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
Girl," 
is desired, order No. to, "The
a light brown picture weekly family paper in the country,
trimmed with light green. She and Farm Progress is the fastestknoes, opposite the elbows, book of the 
neck anti ears, under the chin and pervising construction of the new tween these ages nearly one-third die also weans a white and green waist, growing farm monthly in America.DRUG GIST 
,
then it got on the face. That was sanitary .sewerage system being put of tuberculosis. with a bunch of very pretty flowers at Remember about three years ago. As we had
her breast. The remaining picture, or splendid t
th 
  publicationsyou foert





tried everything that we could hear al
without help she took treatment with 
in here. His successor to look after Formerly it was thought that the
these works will be secured at once disease was hereditary, "in the blood" No. 12, is a three-quarter length ple- one of these
at! the tines. We were then advised will return home this evening from that any child of a consumptive father with a long coat, boa about her neck 
tufts, all for only $1.
to try the Cuticura Remedies, and now
I don't see any breaking out, and we Virginia where he 'has been viaitint or mother was almost sure to devel- and a muff. 
Remit by postoffice or express
—
are well pleased with the results, and his father, 
o
op tuberculosis of the lungs later in The frames are made of rounded 
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.I will cheerfully recommend the ('uti- Mr. ames Caldwell has taken a po• life. That is not so. Such a child metal anchare all black. To tell them Write name and address plainly. A-cura Renweliesi to all that may need
them. M. Curley, t i -t 9 sixteenth sition in the city engineer's oflce.. may start out with a poor
to
from real ebony it would 
wall
ealni nefeerssary dress all orders to the St. Louis Re.Bay Clty, Mich., May 20, 1904i." with which he was connecte until stock of vitality and with a lessened take them from the ex- public, St. Louis, Mo.last year. amount of resistance; but never with 
Monday Mr. Washington will take seeds of disease in the system.
condi-
ments for the public improvements tions and with proper oversight, a
up the work of starting off arrange-. Brought up under favurable  
AL ra rn L. Weil Se Cochild,..red,...years. Now to be made in this city the corning child born of consumptive parents
W H Y ? 
Well. rlother Praises Cuticura. FIRE INSURANCE:
"My little girt had been a sUfferer 
been outlined already by the council. ment of fairly good health.
summer. Many improvements have may pass through life in the enjoy-
of eczema on her face for two years. and he draws the plans and special- In fact, the old-time mystery about Accident, Lite, Liabolity, 'team Boiler-
Tried treatment from doctor without cations for them, consumption has been swept away.
net effect. I at rut heard of the Cuticura 
treatBecause it irons smothly, not 
We now know three things: First,lteinectiee. Started ing tier with 
Cuticura Soap. Cuticura Ointment. and LEAVES ESTATE TO PIGS. the disease is communicable, that ie
rough. Cuticura Resolvent. She is now nearly — to say, it is communicated from per- C :a ITT)p bell 1-31c)e. k.Second. six years old, and no sores have as yet:mated on her face. From the d Cape Breton Man Does This To Spite son to person; second, it is prevent-
Theaycu we have always prat-ed tho His Relatives. able to a that. extent by the toter- Office Phone 3oo. • Residence Phone 73,
button holes, or stud re
holes match. Cutiettra Itetnittptt in the highest. else of reasonable care and the rib-
Negligee 
um W. H. Kimball, canton, mum.. , )11.4 to get ev-..n with his relatis,
on servanee of a few simfsle precautions.who. he declared, had fawnedshirts with buttons And third, it is curable in the major-
ou hi•back while waiting for him to die
are ironed perfectly and with- him for years and 
derided him behind
ity of case-, if treated in time, c 0 frt -
injury. t hat they might inherit his life say. pletely and lastinglY curable.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated ings. Robert McDonald 
bequeathed Only Direct Cause.
bosoms like new, and the everything he owned to his two pie,. 
The only direct cause of consurnp-
"hump" so often seen is mim- says a Lake Ainslie, Cape Breton let- (ion is the entrance and 
growth in
ing. ter. Thee -state amounts to about the lungs of a certain microscopic or-
No other like it in West Ken- DEFENDS DEAD HUSBAND. Moon. and every cent is to go to the ganism (or germ or 
microbe, to use
tucky. Satisfy yourself by -- porkers and their keepers, familiar names) called the banns,—
sending us your laundry. Guy Lyon's Widow Declares He Was MacDonald had no uear kin, but a tqberculosis. When this germ is
Innocent and Corrects Some dozen distant relativ kept close present in the lungs in sufficient nuns-
Star Laundry Statements of Burial._ track of him, and he eclared short- bees it prodnees small or larger dit-ty before his death that their only case centers; these centers of disease
'Phone 20ft (Correspondence Louisville Times.) interest was in his money. This bc- increase in extent and finally anse
Vslimeateraft. Ky.. March to.—Edi- lief soured him against his cousin... notch destruction of the substance of
tor Times: Plea.e grant me a apace but they were not aware of the fact, the lung.
in your paper for a few lines in de- and when the old an passed away From the lung' of a consumptive
  fenseof my dead husband, Guy l.y- a fortnight ago they hastened to hear numbers of these germs may he




as any one of his circumstance' could,
al there
on. who W2IS executed an innocent
Reeding his burial, which was as nice when they learned of the disposition laity •f khey be exposed to fresh'
many people at the eemetery
where liewas laid to rest. I want cv-
mast. That was a cruel report rc- toniehed and intensely indignant the majority of them perish, esp.THIST }ILT= PLACE
• erybody to know that I was not the 
knnwn to keep (wine. he no sooner of other people and produce center-.
of the property.
learned from his doctor that he muit of disease: or a part of the get:.
prepare to die than he sent to a may lie around in damp places, or
only one who followed him to his neighboring farmer and bought two be blown in room dust and street dust
While MacDonald had never been tome to 'enter immediately the lungs
and 'wahine. flat it is possib'
desire. And as for the funer
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA r :
IL 3off 111,17. Day and Night
last resting place His mother and Young pigs. a male anti a female. for days and even for weeks. In- 
ict-ure g picture
- 
stepfather came 'from Evansville to He caused these to be placed in a deed, this is the way in which con -
show their, respect for him, and his pen' at the rear of the house. lie sumption is (mead; both adults and
brother also came, bringing his wile then sent for his solicitor and dice children acquire it by breathing in frames 0
c 
framesExcursion 'his friends at the funeral. 'lie wasand also there was a large crowd of tatgit his will, saying that if he gave, the dried matter from the hinge olhis fortune of lifscem to his cousins it thcie who already have the di•eascwell cared for after his body was "would be in the hands of pig.' who Rendered More Liable.
St. Louis and Tennessee River 
given tc me, and he is sweetly sleep. denied their identity." and that he The conditions under which some 
11111111p
et company—the cheapest and be net cr know trauble any more. for I 
which made no pretences.' to consumption. Dust and dirt and C• ‘lieg/•
Pack- "might as well give it to P"thess people live render them more liableing in a nice burial ground, and will
By the terms of this unique docto darkness and dampness, as found in
excursion oat of Psdneab. am contented 
about his soul and hope 
to meet him in a bright home above. ment the house is to be 'sold at aue- many tenements; old dwellings, and
wher.e 501tite of those who hounded lion. The funds accruing from .the farm houses; insufficient food, food of
sale arc then to be busked and the poor quality and badly cooked; neg-him in life will never go.
intereet. together with the income lect of personal cleanliness; intern.
Tennessee 
For the Round Trip to in
V river & rotor' 
that cemetery and in that toten
mean and dirty to be fit to try a dog.
(Russellville) but there areothers tcio
There are some nice, good people
death. is to be used to feed and care many adults and children are corn-
_________ 
all other funds poesessed by
Mr. MacDonald at the time of his (moors. The surroundings in which
perance; all these are contributing
3 15 BROADROT
, They have taken two men's lives and fnr the two pigs. The attendant ie pelled to work—as in some shops and
they had only one side of the case. It 
to provide a pen at his own expense stores, in cellars, in tenement rooms
was all malice, but thank God they swand receive for rental and care the and eatshops—are prejudicial to
It is a trip of pleasare, mod can't hurt him now, and 
nothing can same of $2 per week, exclusive of the health. Dwity work, like coal min-
and rest; good service, good tabl
est
hurt 'his soul. There won't be twelve amotott paid for food. The attendant
men to decide up there, for there s
is also, to be the executor. for whichi 
1 
m-
mug, sorting feathers and cigar tnak-
ing; occupations in which the work-
good roams, etc. Boats leave esseli cm-vice he is to receive thc regularonly One and He, is a judge and a
legal ice. 
er bends forward and compresses the
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. m righteous one. Thesemen will have
to answer for all this and may God 
It is stipulated that when the pigs bling; work that puts a strain upon
chest, u in typesetting and shoe cob-
For other information apply to Jas 




will stiffer more severely than I have.
• their offspring, the fee to the attend-
ant being raised s,o cents per week nral powers of resistance, So too
away (corn the body a part of its nal- "Anyt h I ng in Insurance"
young shall be cared for, as shall predispose to the disease by taking
 ---._`fteeaeli T want all the people to know. thht
Guy was not -"loved out of the car 
for every 'ix pigs he raises. For do the cnstom of keeping windows
Excursion Rates on and put in an old wagon. He was
every pig that dies he is to forfeit to closed and of overheating the rooms
taken to his last resting place in a 
cents a week '-for ten 'wrecks. unless in which we live and work,
death is due to hog cholera, when the Children Often Consumptive.hearse, and his grave shall he, kept°
event of IdwaivThe Rivet gren as long as I am 'Able to ke e. n evepkit forfeit is to be Children are often consumptive.
that way, for lie was as innocent as
who 
among the hogs the best vet-
- erinary service in the province i, to readily because thy play on the floor 
The little children take the disease
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND anyone to may read, this. GuY he engaged. and on th ground in the dust; theyleaves rnly one child, three years`old,
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.co; As the intere,-4 on $8,000 at 4 per raise a dust: they inhale the germ-
berth 
Ticket $5:00, meals and who 
resembles his father very% much.
cent anion/sit to but $320 per annum, laden dust, and they put their dittyAnd I hope lie may Ii4.to be a man
included.
and be as bras e a,: his father. and I 
nd as the attendant's fees and feed- fingers in their mouths, Parents and
hope he will ;rain revenge for the
a
ing will exhatist this' afriount the first others who arc consumptive fondle......weessewn -4.c""estla —t .s.
way his father's life was taken year, the will provides that drafts and kiss the little ones: this, too, is`,
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party an, the sad arid broken-hearted may be made on the principal imme- a source of peril. If a child is not-
of five or over, 
T 
Lso each, without widow of Guy Leon. and a woman 
diately after the first litter of pigs iced to become easily tired, to have
TNe rrerdnx Tort ha, fir ser.vet 44.0 ro• ofea?nred to .,...-nre nirtnrb4 et an 1-:-;ittb•ky•
a is born. Thereafter the principal pale cheeks and eyes unusually bright,
tacky State Hfatori.el bociety. • 
viral throo411 the abristaaLe of the Keab,
who net'er deserted him for any-
shall be used as needed until no cash
in re •-r to Place these picture:tin * permanent form, they have been arranged In a
flovernot• and ba4 r t la.t rrh.reeriaat in be, .,rndii,
meals; $2.00 with meals. thiw tr. , CORA LYON.
remains in the bank. At this time the
hogs and pigs are to be sold and. the treatment early with children, for the
to cough and to grow thin, take warn-
ing. Go and sec a doctor. Bsgin
ou tke preaMents of the Untied Atuteg. Ikn/c-r+ am! Visas or an nations, stes reship routes.further particulars see
Good music on all the boats.. For
money devoted tia such local chari- and,,,miti,ahtistra„„hernernh la stor, joilesvi esters Hemisphere, reports a the Iasi thrxe hatiouat ceases
group in 4U sp-to-atattit Atlas showing,. Kentucky with the tatest censiis. pletlres of
ThV iim 
ltatistfea% dais, hintOrr a thellirAo-Japan War. shoo tate nut:mot the ITaitud mates, pia.The Compensation of Age. disease. in them is twice as curable as
eibalia Atlas la MR to ALL IWENING PSLAVSURSCRIDIERA.
IL A. FOVVLER, G. Pass. Agent How ince it is on the part of na. ties as the executor may elect. oratjon
II? case an epidemic takes off the 
it is in older people.—Nashville Ran- .0 
IA mow a subocruper send ti ro for a tall year's aubscription by mail or $.2 OD GOV Ai x
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33. 
ture to make agi in love with its
privileges and omlook as youth is in hogs within a given time all that re- 
net.
menthes subscription. Understand that these retell are by mad °Illy and that the itut,
 love with its! Youth pities age, and ma given to The Vested ins of the fund is to be R seription trice by carrier or agent is toasts per week.i Inteesq.
The Evening Post publishes ex Cr more editions da ily sad the latest edition hi sent toage in a way pities youth, three churches to be lied. in caring
e
One-half of Presidepr "Roosevelt's each reader accousing to tbe thae that it will reach teens
Whit is said to be the greatest drug The morning has ha delights, and 
for cemeteries. Thus, it is for the administration has, expired. A good The Evening Post is List in everything and bas the most Stat news and best
:ore in the world exists in Moscow, 
its enticements; the noon has its tr market reports.- interest of the executor to see that many vested, -interests would feel Por all the people and against the grafter.
is 203 years old. Since 1803 it has nmphs and its oitisfactiont, but there 
his charges live as long as possible. more contiortable if it were the last 7adependest atwaya.and Experts in farming are now trying to I, te the llome.is a. charm and a. tranquillity and a hatf.—Xansas City Journal.been in the family of the present pro- figure out how long the $8,000 will
prietor. It is a building of imposittg spirited uplift about the close of the
last. Tiley hase their computations
dimensions, with mazy departments, flay • that • belong to neither.--:-John
lliirrouglis in the Circle Magazines 
Use it For the Canal,on the probability that the litters will includieg one for the professional edit
astraese about eight. There afire as It was 
'awful careless of congress
cation of the staff, which mimbers
team- viewers to the ricidiens there 
to overlook that $2o,000,000 ssurplus ....... _ 
700 persons. They make up about
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It's given up by everyone that
Patrick of the bells was the most
wonderful saint that ever lived for
working miracles, and the one I am
"Come out 'now with the others,
son of Finn, till I baptize you and
save you from the torments of hell,
for if you are not batized you can
never enter heaven."
going to tell you about now was the "But tell me first, ratriek of the
greatest miracle of them all. white book, where are the Fianna—
Long ago, and a very long time nvy son. Oscar of the strokes. *Art
ago entirely it was when Finn Mac. Garriada, the victorious, Caolite, the
Cumhull and the warriors of the Fi. son of Ronan, and 
Finn, my father—
anna ruled front their king's dun at are they in h
eaven?"
. '
Almimin over the pleasant province "No," an
swered Patrick, their
of Leinster. Three score captains likes would not be let 
into , heaven,
there were of the Fianna and five they died un
baptized. They are pris-
score champioas followed every cap-
oners in deep hell, suffering the tor-
taut when 'he went to the wars. And 
intents of fire."
A spot of red anger burned on ti-the like of these men for heroes the
titer cheek of Oisin, and it's what he
world has never seen before or since.
Seven feet tall was Mimic, the small-
answered:
est of them all, and the handle of 
"Then 'keep your heaven for your-
his spear was just a young ash tree.
self, 0 Patrick of the crooked staff,
By that you may know What the nth. 
and for the likes of these ill singing
ers were like Many'e the fine song 
clerics; as for myself, I want none of
has been made up about them by the 
it. I will go to this hell you speak
ancient bards of Ireland 
about to he with Finn, my father. and
On a day at the court of Tearnhair 
my son, Oscar, and the friends of my
in the presence of the four kings and 
youth "
And Oisin could not understand at
the four queens of Ireland the three
a
caskets of honor were given without 
ll the tears in Patrick's eyes nor
the trouble in his voice as the saintlessening to Oiiin by Cormae, the
high king. The first casket held the answ
ered him:
i
five silver lilies of courtesy, which 
s more won-"The mercy of God 
s
meant kindness to the conquered, hos. 
derful than all his works. Oiin, this,
vitality to the stranger. charity for 
night you will be christened with
Finn. your father, and with your lov-the poor and distressed, gentleness
oil comrades of the Fianna; yourto old men and children and white
homags to women The second 
high loyalty to them has conquered
. cas-
let contained thee five bronze nuts of 
heaven. Come with me now to the
learning, which signifies skill in fight-
ford."
ing, sleight in wrestling, swiftness in 
An.d he led the old pagan'• falter-
hunting, caution in chess playing, and 
ing steps into the shallow stream and
sweet cunning in the making of met
baptized him there. When that waser-
done be bade Oisin return tc4 the
dious songs And the thrrd casket water's edge and wait for 'him there.
held three golden apples which sig- But Patrick remained the water
tithed courage in danger, faith in praying. Three times he raised his
friendship, and truth In speaking. And
arms toward heaven, then Imwed his
no other man before or eine* ever
got those three caskets at one time 
head again and waited
withoin lessening. 
When he did that a heavy, larnin-
So no wonder at all it via that 
ant mist settled on either hank of
% 
the ttream. Presently the figure of
Niahm of the golden hair. who W31 a Kim)! warrior with shield amT
the datorliter of the king of t'he sword, and 'pears of ancient make
Country of the Young, fell into con stood at the river's edge outlined
ecit with the great Lime of Oisin and against the mist. And Patrick knew
joerneyed all the way to Ireland far
love of him. And n 
by the king's crown that was upon
o +sooner did Oas-
is set eyes on Niahm of the golden 
ithe warrior's forehead that it was no
other than the great Finn, son of
hair tkin ha loved her witit every Cumlittlf 'himself. that was in it. And
vein of his body, and it's what he
said
o•n warrior came into the stream and
"From this day nut will hase 
to her - bent Int knee before Patrick. and
Patrick baptized him there. Then
neither ease of wind nor peace of folkiwed Oscar of the strokes, and
heart until your Inc is the ;Lame as Cairrioll of the white skin. and Fan-
woman in the world but you, 0 wo-
my life; and for me there's no other 1;n tlfe liberal and Conan of the 
 
man of the shining eyes!" 
,'warp tengue. and Caolite of the dam-
For amwcr Niahim bent down 
ing hair. and his seven son' And
a• each pasted he bent his knee in
from the whine horse on which she
the flood and Patrick tprinkled therode and kissed him on the forehead water on his forehead and spoke the
and on the esee and this is what she
said 
%%via that changed hint into a child
"There is many a king's son who of God
has paid c. .tut to me. 0 Oisin of the 
When the last figure melted away
i
comely browe, but it's to you I give 
nto the haze Patrick knew that his
task was ended. Mit as he turned tomy heart, and to no other. And it's
regain the bank a resplendent figureto take you back nith me to my fath-
stepped forth to meet him. Of aller't country have cotne. bringirrg
the men Patrick hall ever seen in thethe white horse, of magic for our
journey And if you love me, as you world, this one was the stateliest and
say. you will come up now and sit comeliest It's more than 
set en feet
behind me here." 
tall he was, and the hair of hit proud
head fell like burnithell gold to hisSo he did that. and the great white
.• horse turned hit face to the western 'boulders Upon his brow was a
olden fillet. and•a colla7 of red goldsea amid the people of the Fiane saw g
eniircled his tuck. Patrick knewthem no more. And they went their
well that it was Oisin and no otherway together on the white horse of
that stood before hint As the saintmagic over the high. tossing teat and
tinder th dark, running ware. and eared the appartion raised its righte 
hand high above its head with thein the country of the young, and
-'men were coming home from the gone. .
hunt on the side of the hill before A% h did that the mists lifted, and
them, and out of the middle of the Patrick went out to where the figure
cloud a sweet eounding- harp began of the old man was lying. and it's
playing, and the heart of °loin stood how he lay with his lips to the
mill, for he knew it to be Suanack I ground and he cold and dead.
son of Senshenn, who'was in it play- N'o'w that was the greatest miracle
of St. Patrick bringing back the Fl-ing, and the song that Su:mach sang
VeaS the lament for the dath of Oscar, anna of Ireland from the grave the
d straightway a sudden famish- '"tRY they would be baptized an!! 'iv-
i gtfor the sight of the wide green e for heaven.
Wits of Ireland and a hungry, yearn-
ing for a sound of the long forgotten The Original Calendar.
voices took the strength from Oisinh To the modern world a calendar
limbs, and the enchantment fell is merely a harmless necessary re-
from his eyes. minder of weeks and days, to -be
Oisin never looked hack but went hung up on New Year's Day and
as swift as the wind over the high, consulted in dating letters through-
tossing sea and under the dark rup- out the year. It has no such mourn-
ning waves nntil he came to hi; own ml sound as "Calendariutn" had for
fair country of Ireland. the ancient Romans. The original
Now it chanced, at that hour that "talendar" of their time was the mon-
Patrick of the hells. 6011 of Calphrtin, ey-lender's account book, so called
with two of his clerics, Was on his because interest was due front the
way to Ath Cliath to preach the new debtor on the calends or first day of
faith to the people. After Oisin told eatir ntenth. - That is why Seneca
his wonderful story to the clerics speaks of the "calendar" as a word
Patrick took him by the hand arof inventcd outside the course of nature
led him the ways to Ath Chatk on -account of human greed. It is a
where for three days raisin listened word which may help to persuade us
to Patrick of the hells preaching to that the world has grown kindlier.—
the princes. and to the people. London Chronicle.
Oti the fourth day of the preaching,
when Patricia was getting ready to When You Have Them.
baptize the people it's what he said James It. Eckel* says large
Min 
for-
go _ tunes are good.—taltimore Sun; _
,
open palm toward Patrick. And it'swere given an hundred thousaill wel-
comet in the palace of the king it- how it stood there. smiling a li
ttle
self. minute and then disappeared through
the clouds the way the (Altera hadBut one day aft Oitin and hit young
HUMOROUSLY INTENDED.
Waitress (handling stodgy-looking
steak)—,"And what will you have to
follow, sir?" American customer—
"Indigestion, I guess."—litinch.
"Did Perkins die a natural death?"
"Oh, yes. But I can't remember
now whether he was murdered, killed
in a railroad accident or run over by
an automobile."—Life.
First Tourist—"These custonss of-
ficials seem to take a positive de-
light in thir work."
Second Tourist,--"yes; they com-
bine duty with pleasure."—Philadel-
phia Record.
ILubby—"Wife, what makes the
baby scream so furiously?"
Wife--"I think the little dear is
suffering front ,a brain-storm, dear." Spring 
Waists. dinary head that the new hats, to be
7-Milwaukee Sentinel. Waist joints all 
demand triemess really becoming,- most be fitted to
at the waist itself and fullness of ihe head of each individual, and even'
Patience—"What do they charge trimining above the waist-line, even ,he shaped for each one! Alm
ost all
for a seat at the skating rink?" where the material is not 
actually the milliners this season have to be
Practice—"Why, I paid for the full. The new model are eonspicu- prepared to make the hat 
itself for
skates and then I sat down for noth. ous for showing the complete disap- each cflent."
pearance of the puffed-out corsage The New Neckwear. .ing."—Yonkers Statesman.
which has battled royally, in some All of the new neckwear is soft.
Miss Sue Brette—"Ifas she got a instances, for an extension of life. Stooks are returning to favor and also
spaking part in the new play?" The definition of the round waistline "chokers" of folded tulle, chiffon and
Foote Lights—"Well, I rather guess is positive. fine lawn. An endless variety of•ja-
she has. She takes the part of my All the new waists have fitted gir- hots Is appearing in length from six
wifel"—Yonkers Statesman. dles or belts, draped or plain; but a to sixteen inches. They are of all
concession is made to those to whom lace, of lace and muslin, of all black
Fred—"I hear you have taken up the long front is really becoming by Chantilly and chiort. Even laces col-
the study of palmistry. Do you really the introduction of long vests, of ored in soft browns or blues to
believe in it?" plastrons of lace, of bands of lace and match a given costume are combined
Jack---"Not on your life. But it silk, or of long jabots which descend with chiffon in these fancy jabots.
gives it Mighty good excuse for told- from the collar to the waist-line and Lace barbs are.also being revived and
ing hands."—Sonterville Journal, ornament the front of the corsage are worn by women of all ages to fill
without bulgy trimming, in the neck of smart little jackets.
"Your name," he stammered, "is— Queer Spring Hats, ; Brooches are less worn than iii many
is written on my heart." "There is only one way in which seasons.
"Yes?" she whispered. But—but the new hats may be described," says! There are always varieties of lace
wouldn't it be much nicer if your that final authority on fashions, liar- and stickpins, having a central pend-
name was engraved on my station- per's Bazaar, "and that is, 'queer.' ant or group of pendants, so popular
cry "Judge. Everyone is complaining of them, and for decollete dress, is generally pref-
everyone is trying her best to find erable as a.neck fipish with standsome
"No," said the candid kleptomaniac. one. even though site does not like gowns. Beads, too, continue to he
"When I'm arrested for pilfering I it. which will be passably becoming! much worn, especially those in the
never give my real name It would The attraction of the queer is, how- graded sizes. The lying chain of
compromise too many people." ever, always sure to win a certain beads known as the sautair is used
"Indeed, and what is your name?" number. ?nu see, the hair
4% 
IC worn only with the fan or lorgnette Grad-
inquired the magistrate. so 'heavily massed about the head ed beads are used by old and young.
"John Smith."—Tit-Bits. this season! There are so many and, itt dull-finished jet, by those in
putf; and curls in addition to the or- !mourning.—liarper's Bazar
Mrs. ilightlye—"Give me my 'hus-
band, please." Telephons Central—
"What ntsmber, madamer Mts. the Didden DemonIfighflye—"Vqh-y, the third, yoti im-
pudent thing ' •
Let in the Sunshine
You pessimistic malcontent, thelemon-face you use
Would give a circus munkey or a skittish colt- the blues!
You see no good in this old earth or aught that's on its face;
It isn't built to meet your views of an abiding place.
Why don't you snatch the blinders from ycur pessimistic eyes
And train your breath to joyous song instead of gloomy sighs?
R.elaa the muscles of your face and cultivate a grin;
Roll up the curtain of your soul and let the sunshine in!
—James Barton Adams.
Civet topics Of Lively Inter-
est for the Ladies
To Tell the Truth: Jones—"Do
you- keep a girl at your suburban
home?" Barnet—"Well, 'keep' is
hardly the word to use. We some-
times hare one."—Pacific Monthly.
Inhabitant—"Ilealthy' Loth bless
yer, zur! we've only had one- death
in five years" Vieitor—"And who
was that, my good man?" Inhabit-
ant—"The doctor, ear, he died of
start ation "—Illustrated Bits
litibby--"Awfully sores. I'm so
late, dear, been detained on•lostinese
with Newcombe all evening" Wifey
—"Yes. darling. Mr Newcombe ha'
been waiting here for you since et
o'clock."—Bystander.
Mrs Knicker—"Weren't ynn fright-
ened w'hen the hull bellowed at you
on account of your new dress?" Mee
Bocker—"No; 't was exactly the
way Henry behaved when he got the
hill "—Melbourne Weekly Times.
The Beggar—"Can't you spare a
poor cove* a dime. tidy.'" The Pass-
erby—"A dime! I should think not.
indeed. Besides, you're only blind in
one eye" The Beggar—"Well. then,
can't yer make it a nickel. lily?"—
Sketch.
hfamma -"When that naughty boy
threw stones a• yrne why didn't you
come and tell me. instead of throw-
ing them hack at him?" Little Will-
ie—"What goo would it do to tell
you? Yon can't hit the side of ft
bouse."—Melbourne Weekly Times.
Memory --Somebody of a phycho-
logical turn of mind once asked Lord
Roseberry. "What is memory?"
"Memory." Roteberry replied, very
promptly hut somewhat pensively.
"memory is the feeling that steals
over us when we listen to our friends'
original stories."—Youth's Compan-
ion.
"Suitt to protect cattle," she read
aloud, "now isn't that nice of the
government? I suppose they will
furnish .each of the poor, clear cows
with blanket." Satisfied with this
glimpac at the news of the great
world, she turned to the realities' of
the 'fashion column.—Philadelphia
Ledger.
. Magistrate (to prisoner---"Mieca-
ble Not only have yott robbed
your employer of the fruits of long
years nf labor, lam you have dissi-
pated m 'in the wildest extravaeatice."
Urisoner--"That is true; but I could
not keep the stolen money, it weigh-
ed too heavity on thy conscience."—
Nos- Loisirt.
You Can't Get Ahead of Grover.
In the phrase "sinuosity of explan-
ation," Mr. Cleveland ha; .eibined a
companion to his innocuous desue•
tude."—Louisville Courier-Jourail.
Lazy men are always talkik aktat
some other men who are fools 'for
luck.
Poverty has taken many a hard fall
out of autbition. —
S ',Nom
By Rev. Monies B. Gregor/.
In the teirible !story of Thomas
Baldwin. of Colfax. Ill., there is re-
vealed the chapter in psychology that
every one of us would do well, and
more than well, to read and study
•
A great 111.111) 'criminals" are ex-
plained in this way. It is frue that
they' are criminal and must meet the
criminals reward, hut those of us who
are not yet criminal!' would do well
to be as charitable as possible in
thinking of the other fellows,
with all seriousnecs. We don't know when our turn may
.A well-to-do farmer, well past the conic The demon is in us as certain-
middle' milestone in the journey of ly sa, .he in the other people, and
life, universally respected for his it Is Just possible that in some un-
truth and.probity, and nisted through- gnarded moment he may spring tip,
oitt the region round about for all get the control of th and put us be-
the qualities that go to make up an hind the bars.
exemplary member of society, sud- It behooves every one of us to
denly flares up, reaches for hit Run. watch. Perpetual vigilance is the
and rushes forth like a madman tq price not only of political liberty, but
shoot down and brain his neighbors! of that far more important kind of
*le moment Thomas Baldwin is
hed thaber"—lt lurksibertY 
fromiine vetIrt)e gorniep 
of
ff ntsh.e
quietly watching his cattle munch fin
their provender. the sante model cit. Don't be too sure that you are be-
izen that lie had been for year., en- hond the demon's reach. Keep ever
ojoying the esteem and confidence ofn the alert. Watch, fortify your-'
self. Keep ever upon the rampartsthe community that had been his for
of pito. soul's Manhood the sentinela full generation. when, all at once,
like a flash of lightning front the of a sober, serious, reverential self-
stornicloud. he becomes a veritable
In that way-. and in that way only.devil, blood-thirsty as a Bengal tiger
fresh from the jungle! can Yon keep from being what Farm-
One minute everybody wombd have er Baldwin is.--Chicago Examiner.
'worn there was no finer, kindlier.
gentler sold in all the community
than Thomas Baldwin. and the next ADVISES USE OF GUM
PTION.
minute the entire neighborhood wat New York, March 15.-11te use of
stocked and astounded Baldwin clothe is supposed to make a woman
had shot down four of his old friends look as well as possible from the %so-
wn!' a. little remorse as a man would man's. viewpoint. Really, it makes
shoot sc many wild dogs! money for - he manahnhurer an the
Of course. the demon was in Raid- shopkeeper
win's soul right along, else. we may i Don't wear hip length coats ifbe owe, the horror in question would your hipt are elephantine.
never have been. The demon was Don't cut off your trailing gowns
there. lurking quietly behind the to turn them into walking costumes.
wild, gentle exterior, waiting for the Use your own gnmption more and
opportunity to spring forth and be- other, people's less and you will be
gin its bloody action. more creative. •
'Tatman nature is a dual affair, part 'rhese epigrams were contained in
good and part devil: now mild at a the address of Mrs. Whitney. who
day in June, and now furious at a appeared before the assembled dress-
winter tempest: now sweet and beau- makers of New York, Boston, Mita-
tiittl as an angcl, and now blood- delphia, in the Waldorf-Astoria.
thirsty and terrible at a fiend.
Stith was Farmer Baldwin. and
tech. it mutt- he said. are we all. THOUSAND RATS
"Saints" and "sinner." "good" and ATTACK MEN.
"bad" and "law-abiding" and the
all human, and to be human nered-200 Killed,is to 
Rodents Fight Viciously When COT-lawless- are simply names. We. ac
have wrapped lip in its the, grim pos-
Waterbury. Conn.. March is —Withsibility of the demonic es well ac the
their hacks against the wail and theirnitgelic. the had as well at the saint-
ly. clubs flying like flails, Charles Wheel-
The good old clergyman who. see- er and Willis Wesa fought for their
ing a convicted murderer going to lives with a thouSand big gray gran-
the gallows. exclaimed. "There. goes ary rats yesterday the warehouse
of IT. R. Stone & Company. The-myself but for the grace of God!"
Men had planned a slaughter if thehit the nail squarely- on the head and
rats, bet when the.animals were cor-at one swoop got down to the CU-
L,p-eme fact in all' mortality and psy- ered they canie near devouring th
chology. men. Wheeler and Wesa killed two
The .best of us might have been himilthd rate in the brief hut deadly
combat which ended, only when mit-a'. worst had the demon within had
er men went to the rescue.the. bpportunity to break loose and
get away.
Maybe the occasion for the test of "By-and-by" is a street which !cads
strength between its and the demon to the house of "Never."—Louisville
did not come; or maybe, again. it Times.
(I ill come and the demon was held
down and we remained "good." Many a man thinks his conscience
But it were well to remember that is approving his actions when he ie
it might have been different, and really only misunderstanding what
thiiklicd we would_Laye Dccm,"baci," 
Florihis conscience IS' saying to. him.—
da Times-Union.
r
that if the monster within had tri-
-46,1
B. F. Sears
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Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 3/.
Rooms 1,2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
 ANC_
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.O.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
$ea I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reef
FLOURNOY & REED,,
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and za, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY !
Attorney at Law.
Room No. s. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone ra.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWY ER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Mardian County; Paducah, Ky
Room "4. Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484k
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
• Lawyer,
Will Practice in all Courts of Kee
tucky.
_a 
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)













Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Huy anything and sell everything.
nS•aeo Court Street : Uld Phone
134A,
Clem Fransiola












lay lady has thick, wavy hair,
And chestnut-colored rich;
Though part is false, I do declare,
You can't tell which is switch.
Because the switch has giown as rich
As ever hair could be;
:And long it is and strong it is
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FOR RENT — Large furnished
front room. 332 S 4th street.
FOR SALE—Rubber tired buggy.
Removable top Almost new. Phone
• 430.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
t iith and Broadway. Apply to B. .11
Scott
FOR RENT OR SALE—Two pi-
' 'auos. 123 N. 7th street, old phone
2107.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionab'e dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 513 South Third St. Two 'phones.
NOTICE—Parties wanting dirt to
(dl lots call at office or see foreman
, in charge of work Twelfth and Broad-
way. Thos. Bridges & Son, Con-
tractors.
FOR RENT—The house, 321 South
Seventh street, one door this side of
Dr. Reddick's resists-lace. Possession
given April Is:. Apply at Bieder-1
ran's store on Seventh street.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
l'sble-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 13 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character .and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. Nen
Rkhmond House. Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day. week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room to4, No




• PERSONAL MENTION. •
• •
Col. Victor Van de Male has re-
turned from. his weefs drumming
trip out on the road.
..Mr James M. Quinn bas returned
to Louisville after spending several
days in this city.
Mc% T Lute has returned from
• siting at Union City. Tenn., and
I lic lunsin. Ky. ifer mother, Mrs
'Aznanda Lutz, accompanied her
homc. for a visit.
Mrs. Helen C. Dunn. of South
• street, ha 5 returned from
Stuttgart. Ark, and Jacksonville,
Texas, where she spent the winter.
Mrs. James Ginuning. of Carbon-
ale. Ill., is visiting Mrs. Henry
f :voile.
Miss Lillie Pierson. of Hopkins-
is visiting her mother, Mrs
?liars Pierson, of South Third.
Mr. George C. Wallace has gone to
'Atlanta. Ga. on business.
Mrs. M. I.: Bryan, of Clay street.
goes today to Jackson. Tenn. to
Mr. S. C. French. the Oklahoma
City insurance man, 'is in the city.
Mr. W. B. Ifoneymalare, of Kut-
tam', was here yesterday trying to
learn something of the remains of his
brother. Mr. John D. 'Moneymaker,
the deck-hand of the towboat Birm-
ingham, who fell overboard while
that craft Was up the Tennessee
r:ver two weeks ago and was drown-
ed. The body has never been found.
Mr. H. B. Cosby is here visiting
iiS brother, Mr. F. G. cosby, of
Glenwood. The former is the pri-
vate secretary to United States Sen-
MOS. James B. McCreary:
'ttle Miss Atami Stevens, of
, Ky.. is visiting her grand-
her. 'Mgrs. M. D. Williams, of
71 h Fifth.
Mr. H. H. Loving is in Chicago
on-U4iness.
Mrs. Louise MAxwell is visiting
Mr.'John Webb, of South Fifth!
str t. •She has been Spending the
vri r with Mrs. George Catlett. of
Edsis-v!!!e. •
*ad
the following on the mission ques-
tion:
"That too much attention seems
likely to be paid foreign missions
is the assertion made by leaders m
practically all American religiou-
bodies who are leading in home mis-
sion endeavor. The particular cause
of the statements now made by those
deeply interested in home missions is
the activity of the Laymen's !Mis-
sionary movement, which seeks to
quadruple present American contri-
butions for the foreign mission cause.
The object of the movement is stated
to be preaching the gospel to the
whole world in this generation, the
proportionate share of Aimerican
churches and church members in
this work calling for about $40,000,-
000 a year, instead of the $9.000,000
now given.
"Leaders in home mission enter-
prises are pointing out that there are
heathen at home as well as abroad,
and while they do not belittle the
foreign work, they are aslcing that it
be not done at the expense of or be-
cane of neglect of work at home.
Attention is being called to the fact
that of the 85,000.00n population of
the United States only 31,000.000 are
reported as having, membership in
Christian churches, that number in-
cluding moons:ion Roman Catholics.
This leaves, leaders say. 54,000.000
outside any Christian chnrches. and
if. following the *ratio of reported
church membership, about one-third
of this number may properly be con-
sidered to he a charge on the Ro-
sman Catholic church, it leaves about
36,00n,000 people now in the United
States to whom the Protestant bodies
have a very direct mission. In oth-
er words, home mission leaders say,
while it. is not disputed that work on
the foreign field ought to be quad-
rupled, work on the home field should
at least he doubled before the church-
es:. can assert that, they are doing
d'n'sst. in ILc 1:4:cd St2tet "
street have a new girl baby.
day, at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
THE EXCURSION
SEASON OPENS
DICK FOWLER GOES TO CAIRO
TOMORROW ON INITIAL
OUTING.
The Illinois Central Railroad Will
Run Its Spring Excursion to St.
Louis or., March 21.
The steamer Dick FoAer opens
the excursion business for this sea-
son, as evidenced by its announce-
ment in another column, by running
tomorrow to Cairo in order the Padu-
cah people will have an opportunity
to visit the United States gunboat
Wasp which is lying at that city.
This will be the first excursion of
any character, thus far this season,
but the Fowler will continue giving
the outings periodically until the
close of the/ propitious weather next
fall. It is probable that quite a large
crowd will go down tomorrow, this
being the initial excursion, and Olen
the weather is fine for an outing of
this nature.
St. Louis Excursion.
The Illinois Central railroad opens
the excursion season for its system
out oi here by running its big an-
nual outing to St. Louis march 21,
at which time the train leaves here
that morning by way of Cairo, reach-
ing the Future Great late that after-
noon. The tickets are good return-
ing untll March 25.
This is the annual spring excur-
sion given by the railroad the rate
for the round trip being only $3.
Generally betneen 600 and 700 take
advantage of the low rate and go to
the city to do their buying and trans-
act business. It always tes about
twelve or fourteen coaches to ac-
commodate the crowd, while a time
or two the train has had to be run
in two sections.
The annual excursion to Chicago
by the Illinois Central does not come
off until about next August, it al-
ways being in the late summer of




DR WILLIAM ROGERS WROTE
LETTER TO BE OPENED
AFTER DEATH.
Banker John Morton, Father-In-Law
of Mr. Hendrick, died at Madi-
sonville—Child Died.
The funeral services over the re-
mains of the late Dr. William Rogers,
of 1608 Broad street, will occur at 2
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the
German Lutheran church on South
Fourth street, Rev. Benta officiating.
Interment follows at Oak Grove
cemetery under auspices of the Red
Men's lodge, of which secret order
the deceased was a valued and tiepin
lar member.
The pallbearers will be Frank
Block, John Farley, Jr., Herman
Willett, Charles Rottgering. 'Albert
Hawkins and James Segenfelters The
deceastd selected the pallbearers him-
setf. December xi, 1906, writing them
in a letter that was sealed and given
to his pother, with request that she
not open it until after his death. The
letter teemed with beautiful love
messages to 'his mother and dear
ones.
Leading Banker Dead.
Word from !Madisonville, Ky., is
that Hon. John G. Morton died at
his home in that city Thursday and
will he buried today. He was eighty-
five years of age and very yrealthy:
'1%e entire city of Madisonville is
suspended from a commercial stand-
point, rut of respect to his memory.
lie was the father-in-law of Mr
W. R. Hendrick. the former United
States revenue man of Paducah, %An
often cones here now, and especially
to attend the Knight Templar% meet
ing. lie being one of the prominent
members • of th Paducah command -
cry.
Child Died.
Dr. Charles R. Lightfoot left yes
terday for Cloverport. Ky.. where be
was called by the death of his niece
Francis Lightfoot, aged three years
Green carnations for St. Patrick who passed away there after a brief !
'sickness with spinal meningitis. The j
child nas the daughter of Dr. and
--Mr. and Mrs Baldridge of Broad Mrs. F. L. Lightfoot and will be
buried at that city today.
JACKSON FOUNDRY MACHINE CO'
Heavy steam hammer forging&
machinery and boilers repaired,strue-
tural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. .Have on hand
second-hand Laundry machinery, boil-






The Louisville Courier-Journal lias
SUNDAY. MARCH x7. TO THE
UNITED STATES MAN-OF-
WAR "WASP"
The steamer Dick Fowler will run
a special trip to Cairo and return,
!leaving the wharf at ci a. m, sharp,
and returning leaving Cairo 4 p• m.
arriving home 9 p. in. Arrangements
have been made with the captain of
the Wasp to allow all visitors from
Paducah to inspect the ship. Owing
to the rising rivers this will be the
only chance for Paducah people to
see the man-of war. Fare for Round
Trip Si.00. Good music and elegant
dinner served on the boat. The
Fowler will make no charge to place
the excursionists aboard the ship.
No intoxicating liquors allowed on
the boat and no bad behavior per-
mitted.
S. A. FOWLER, G. P.' A.
Get your green carnations for St.




It's dressing up time again. Old:',winter
has received his death blow and Easter is
not far off.
Welcome Spring with a glad smile and
a new suit. 'Fashion demands many changes
with the ne w season.
Last spring's clothes are now out of
date. In our new spring suits we have
observed.:
Every Kink and Turn of
Fashion
If you would save from $2.50 to $5.00 on your
Spring Suit









RIVER NEWS 'fiROUND 1106 PLOWRiver Stages.
Cs.iros$8.2 rising.
Chattanooga. 141 rising.
Cincinnati, 54 t rising.
Evansville. 36.3 rising.
Florence, 11.0 rising.
Johnsonville, tit it rising
211.6 rising.
Mt. Carmel, Iff t rising
Nashville, 296 rising.
Pittsburg, 35:8 rising
St. Louis, 18.7 rising.
Mt. Vernon, 33.5 rising.
Paducah, 31.7 rising.
Burnside, 3! 4 rising
Carthage. 2.6.0 rising.
Parkersburg, 48..1 rising.
The towboat Inverness yesterday
went to the Cumberland river after
ties.
Captain W. D. Rea_yes, of Helena.
Ark.. is here on business.
The towboat Knttawa went to
Duck river yesterday after ties
The I. N. Hook arrived from the
Cumberland rive yesterday with ties
With a tow of ties the towboat
Scotia has arrived from the Tennes-
see river.
George Howe has gone as third
clerk on the steamer City of Saltillo
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
4teamer Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee river. She comes back
again next Thursday.
The steamer Dick Fowler leaves
for Cairo at 5 o'clock this morning
and comes hack tonight about 9.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and departs at once
on. her return that way.
The John S. Hoplsins yesterday
went to Evansville and comes back
tomorrow.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville to-
day and getting here Sunday, will
stay until Monday before getting out
for Clarksville.
The City of Saltillo will come out
of the Tennessee river tomorrow
bound back to St. Louis.
The Peters Lee passed up last.
night bound from Memphis to Cin-
cinnati.
HAS COME TO STAY
Why' It's up-to-date construction and he scientific principle upon
which it is built gives it STRENGT H, DURAIBILIITY AMID LIGHT-
NESS OF DRAFT, which when once tried gains for it friends and
['strong For sale, both one and tw o-horse sires. by
Bonds Powell
Corner Sbcond and Washington Streets
Just Received
Mrs. Burton Harrison's New Book
Latter Day Sweethearts
During our Special Sale we will sell this at soc instead of $1.50.
This is Mrs. Harrison's Best and Brightest Novel and can be had
only at our store. Remember our Special Book and Music Sale is
still on. Its a good thing for you.
D. B:kTialt
At Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
FR ADEWATER COAL R.EALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky' Coal Co.
INCORPO
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